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INTBODUCTIOli

In the past tew Tears general hypothermia has been investigated
.s a a",ns of reducing tbe oxygen requireaents

t,o aUow exclusion

or

the heart tro. the circulation and thus permit

tnt-recardiac surgerr under direct vision.
group

or

81lrge17

ot thebodT 8l1tt1c1ently

There is also an imporiant

patients whoee poor phTsical condition precludes radical

or

allY type.

It the oX1',en demands ot the brain and other

utal organs e.an be sufticient.lT reduced

by lJ7potberm1., it is con-

ceivable that these peti. .,. would be ab1. to w1\hetaDd the ahock of

reduced circulation and even peripllaral va..cular -.barra ....nt tor

.hon

period. of tim.e.

Hypotbermie is capable of Significantly

reduoing .et.boli.. and ot producing a ·pby'slo1ogicbypotenBion." Aa
,

.

such, the use of t.his modality sugg••ts itself as a potentially valu'!!l>

able te:cbDique in a variety of conditions.
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REVIEW AND DISCUSSIOI' OF THE LITERATURE

i,

HISTORY

A. tar back ae 1905, Sap80n and Herring (l) J wo.rking in Edinburgh,. induced a state of protound generalised b7potbenrda in animal ••

They observed that at temperatures below 2f>C.

neeees8l'7,

"';~.

ana.l.

to reel no pain.
_UgnaDci••

anest.hetic wes

D.(>

were 1neapable of being awakened, and appeared

"In 1938, '''' and ll....,. (2) noted that. patients vith

or the

bone seldom. exhibited involvement ot areas below
Tb.,.t~""

the elbow or knee.

tutia

tJl.8.pat1aD~.

-'dnt-esperature

9t tbe ext.reait1es vas )0 to 11°0. 'cooler than the rest

ot

the

bod7.

From. thil observation t,he7 decided that canoer cells could not UVf)
in areas vbere the temperature 'Was too cool and, therefore, they

attatptecl to use 1tchr)'lllOtberspytf

8S an

1nbiblt.or of ms11gnant growth •

.Initial studies involving local application of cold on a woman with

carcinoma of the cervix lIere partia.ll3' successtul, and because
SJa1th and Fa,- ()

or

this

and Fay (4), in 1940 undertook cooling ot the entire

bod;r tor treataent ot cUlcerin region. not ace••d.bl•. tolodl cooling.

Thirty-three patients were ooo1ed to temperatures trom. 2)0 to yj>. C. and
. .!ntained. there for periods ot .s long •• eight dqB.

Circulation t11lle

doubled, urine was norm.al, there "a8 no evidence ot nitrogen retention,

and re8piration was irregular and shallow.

The patients were aem.1-comatose

but were rouaable and all exhibited a marked inaenalt1v1t7 topaln that
previous17 necessitated a·dtainistrat,lon of opiates.

Basal metaboli_

was reduced (. to 25 per cen.t belO'W normal and auricular fibrillation

a cammon occurence.
Vaughn (5) ~epea\ed Smith and Fq'. work.

-4-

ae

subjected e1x

W88

-5patients with malignancies to hypothermia and verified Smith andF87' s

Vaughn felt that the proeedur6was hazardous because heroic

results,

or the patients.
or the hypothermia.

measure. were required to avoid death in one
that reliet of pain was the only advantAge

He stated

1ft 1941, Talbott (6) reported a study whereby ~1'othermia with
temperatures

or

28° to 3~C. tor several days was utilized in treating

twenty patients sufteringfrom variQus pSYChoPAthio dl"orders.
patients

di~d

fal1ure~

of heart

Two

fberevasconsiderable constriction

of the arteries in all patients and it was difficult to draw venous

blood because of venousconstr1ct1on.

All patient.s cooled to 26' C.

showed 6ur1cular fibrillation.
The first reports ot the use or hypothermia during e surgical
operation were b, KeQuiston in 1949 (7) and Bigler and HcQ.u1s"tion (8).
He did not try to achieve greatreductlons in body temperature, but

found that his lIlethode reduced the mortality of cardiac operations in
children. "In 19~, three important papers ~ere"pubt1ahed bj" Bigelow,
Callaghan, a
"" ""
"
"
' : , ~ and Hopp. (9), Bigelow, Linds.,. and Greenwood (10), and

Bigelow

!1!l.

cooling.
technique.

(11), covering their studies on experimental surface

To them. must go the credit tor rekindling interest in this
They investigated the phY$101og ot hypothermia in the

dog and explored ltspoesibilit1es 1n cardiac surgery.
Penrod (12) carried out a similar series

or

Regnauer and

studies for the U.S. Air

Force 1n"1950 and 1951.

In 1951, Boereaa
on "the use

or

!!.!l. (1,3)

reported the results of their etudies

hypothermia in cardiac surgery.

In 1952, Cook"son, Neptune

aad Bal1ey report-ed in two papers (14.,1~) on their studies of the use
of hypGttherm1aror cardiac surgery.

O.t six 'Patients subjected to bJ'po-

thenda, three dSTeloped ventricular ti'b:r111et1.on and the other three

reeovere4.

!woof the patients whose hearte fibrillated were adults.

In 1953.",Lew1s and Taur1c (16) reported the successful closure of an
atrial septal detect 'in a huma,n using \1ypothemia.

The body tt)mper-

atuN wa. reduced to 2aoC. and the cardiac infio'W was occluded tor
t1 ve and one-halt minut.es, thu,. enabl1Bg' the surgeon topertorm the

operat.1en under direct Y.lslon.

Lewis and Taufic reported on further

successful studles of the repair of atrialaeptal defects in 1953 and
19~ (11" lS)~

Also in 1953, Swe (19) and his group at Colorado

reported on tifteen patients undergoing intracerdlae operations et

bod.7 temperatures ranging from. 210 to 26°C. In tbirteen of these cas.s
the ci.rculation was 8rre'sted for periods ranging from two to eight
minute3 Bnd there was only one death in the series.

This report by

Sltsn was follOlrled by further studies in 1954 by Swen and Zeavin (29) •
..".-

Bailey and his group reported on their continuing 8t~ud1es in 1954 (21)
with fJomewhat more suceess and, in 1955, Lewis and Taufic (22) reported

the successful closure of experimental ventricular septa.l defects in

dogs.

They had presented a preliminary report in

1953 (23).

In Great Britain, in 1952, Delorme (24) advocated the ext rae orpora1
method of cooling based on his experimental studies in animals •

More

recently, Ross, in 1954 ( 25, 26) and 1n 1955 (27)~ hae used a. ;aethod
combining extracorporal cooling with a pump ox,ygenator with very good

success.

Senning (28) has also used this teohnique 'With excellent results.

On the whole. however, surface cooling has been more widely employed in

-7Britain, and much ot the original 'Work on this technique has been

carried out by Dundee, Scott, and Mesham (29), Dundee end Mesh.a (30)-,
Dundee, Francis and SedBimiP (,1), Churchill-Davidson

n!l.

(32) and

-

by Lvnn
et 81. (33).
"' ...........
Infranee, a techniqueknovn

88

"artificial hibernation" was

introduced in 1951 by Labor1t end Huguenard (34).

It is still the

principal technique used among the investigators on the Continent
although Dogliot.. t1 and Cioeatto ()5) haft earri~ out etudiee with the

extracorponl circulation and hypothermia, and Juvenelle, Lind end
WigeliuB (36, 37) have reported on their studiee of extraeorporal cooling
and artificial circulation.

'rhe principal. aim of. the "arti flcial

hibernation" method is stated to be

8

ph8m3cologic blockade of the

autonomic nervous system, the blockade being reinforced by

or

8

mild degree

hypothermia.

It is surPrising that little of the physiology
hypothermia is known.

or

cold and of

One ,*ould keep claar17 in ·mind the distinetlcm

b.t.....n Itcold" aad"bypotbermia."

Cold 1. a physical state, uauaUy

used a •. a description of the intimate _nroa.tmt; .ot .era-blooded aniIlals.

Hypotherma 18 a tam uaua1ly restricted to d••eribinsthe .tate of
tb. bOllOtbendc e1Jul with

a subnormal bed7 t.euq>era'trure.· Hypot,heJ'Ul1••

obrlou81y, may be of different degree

nonnal and absolute zero).

(1 •.!.

J

any body tem.perature between

In the range trea 3'fC~ (98.6°'.) down to

200C. (6SO'_) ,there is general agreem.ent on tbe toUmtlng 8efsontlals.
BodT t.perature can be lowered bY' a ... nety of cold agents, provided
shivering is prevented.

Under these conditions. metabolic activity falls

progre5s1.....17 8S the body cools.

There are 8S8ocis.ted deeremental changee

in blood pressure, blGOd flow, cardiac output,beart rate, etc.

htemal

resplrator.Y ItOTeIl.ent. also become slower and at some point will cease
entirely.

depends
to 2SOC.

'fhe point of cessation of extemal respiratory movement.

in part on the type of anesthesia used, and may var;( from. 2fi'
From this point on,. artificial respiration must '- establisbed

if life is to be .maintained.

Hajor organ function continues at temper-

atures below 2sGC.~ aDd 8aoveZOOC. no epecit1c' perunantcballl•• in
cellular function due to hypothermia alone have been reported to occur
within periods of several hours.

rEba temperature range tree of organic

disturbances may e.en extend much lower, but the area from. 200
,has not been sufficiently st.udied to

el\~blish

"'0 SoC.

this clearly.

Age is apparentl1 an important factor 'With regard to sum val
during hypothermia.

Adolph ( 38, 39, 40), in a series of stud!••, has

shovnthat the TOUbC rat ean tolerate deep cool:U1g more sa fell' than the

adult.

He bas also studied other species ot saal1 ntammals ..it.ll e1tailar

r.eSlllts (41).

l(aguire and Mercudino (42) have recently shown an age

differential in dogs.

They shoved that young dogs survive hypothermia

more readily than adult dogs.

Their studies verity the'Woric ·done by

Barbour, McKay and Griffith (43) and Barbour and G1l.tnan ( 44),although

Maguire and Mercud1no stud.ied primarily cardiovaseula.r responses to

hypothermia.
Rodbard ~.!!. (45) have studied changes in plasma and extra-

cellular Yolwntut. during hypothermia· of rabbits, but only to 29°C.' Dt.Am.ato
(46) has studied these changes in the- dog down to teraperatures of 20°C.

-9DtAmatoand Hegnauer (47) have studied changes in blood volume of the
hypothermic dog.

Helaawor\7ih. Stiles and Elste1n (48) have studied the

changes in blood cellular elements dur1ng by'pothermia.

They found

that there 'Was a rise in hematocrit count and mean c.orpuseular volUDle.
The leukocTte count tell oonsiderablT and there was a fall in eosinophil

count.

The looan oorpuscular h_og].obin cOllcent'rationW8a reduced and

the platelet count showed great reduction.

hemorrhagic diathesis. _

while

All animals exhibit a

no eoagu1ation studies ..ere

experiments su,;gested a pro1onged bleeding time

am

Blade,J. the

thrombocytopenia

during hypothenn1a.

Hater! us and Maison (49) have stu~ed the rewarming of the hyp0thermic dog a'ld found th.at

or

twenty-one dogs cooled. to an average rectal

temperature of 1l.90C., eight died during or immediately after rewarming
due to respiratory failure or heart block.

Spur, Hutt and Horvath (50)

have studied prol.onged .. stable bypothexmia in dogs ranging from one to
thirty-four hours in duration.

They round anexponenti,al relationship

between the .fall in heart r8te J ptllmons17 ventilation and ox;ygen conSumptiOll, nhd the reduction in rectal temperature.
were in agreement

wi~'1

veniT Hoff's rule.

These relationships

DaCosta,P.atel1tte and Gerbode

(51) haves-cudied tht-l physiological ·e.ffeets of bypothernU..8. in chronic

experiJr£!nt"al cyanosis.

Tht~

.found

tr~t

dogs 'Wit.h this defect did not

differ from nonnal dDge in their response to hypothermia.

r~sher

,t !!.

(52) hl)ve studied the effect.s of prolonged hypot"hennia (up to 36 hours)
with results s:tntilar to tha two previous studies.

Miszi and Lewis (53)

have studied the effects of deep hypothermia and s:J..multaneous cardiae

st.sn-1.still in adult rats.

They

obsel"v~d

that it cardiac standstill

-10occurred prior to ventrieula r fibrillation the animals could be
carried to much lower temperatures (10°C.) with apparent complete

recovery.
Several studies have been carried out to determin,e the ertect

of hypothermia on cerebral activity and function. Scott, McQueen
and Callaghan (54) and Callaghan

.!S. .!l (55) found that

at 2cPC. the

electroencephalogram. of monkeys showed little or no act! vity'.
W88

There

no evidence of any temporary- or pamanent damage rollowing :tf,tV8rta1.ng.

Rosomott and Holad·ay (56) reported that. there was no apparent hypoxia

or

brain tissue in dogs cooled to 2~e.

Sim.i"l~sr result·s were reported

by Paz.has and Himvieh·, (57) and Hamilton (58).

and Pontius

n!l.

Williams!!:..!! (59)

(~) reporting in Surg!calr :roM! advocated the

possible use of hypothermia and interrupted circulation as.' a means

of pertonaing cerebral surgery.

With the 1ntroductionof hypothermia clinically .. interest, has
been rekindled in studies

011

the hibernating mammals.

As a result there

has been some contusion between the terms h1bernatic?'!1 andWpothe.rmia.
Any mammal, if exposed to a. sufflci.ntly 10... temperature., will increase

its muscular activity; shiver, and increase its lIetabol1c rate.

If the

cold 1s too intense or of too long duration, exhauat10n eventually takes
place and the animal begins to cool.

t~en

a critical level of

temperature is reaohed. deatb occurs" usually as a result
arrest

or ventricular

fibrlllatio,n.

or

bod~t

cardiac

This sequence of events ean occur

in both hibernators and 'm.am..l1lusthat do not hibemate,_ but death takes

-11-

place 8.t a lAuch lower tem.perature in the hibernator.

Similar coDditioDa

can be dupUcated by an8ethetlz1Bg an animal and exposing it to· eold.

One im.portant factor which characterizes the deeplY hibernating
state i& that tbenormal hibernating animal is capable

or

arousing

from this atat-s without the aid of bea" tram external source..

Any

hibernating B8JJIllal whicb has received a stiaulU8 strong enough to start,
the process of awakening will begin e ohain

or

physiological reaction.

which result in a rapid production of h••t aDd -eula'lna\e n\h \be arP.mal
being :fully awake at the end of two or more hours.
that. this is typical

ot

Failure to realize

tN. deep hibernatiQn has led to 8Qmecontusion.

For example, b1bematoFstreated wit.h drugs such as pentobarbital sodium
and tb·en exposed to cold cannot be conside,red. to be in the deep17 hiber-

nating state when their boQy temperature drops to that

or

the environ-

'ment because they are incapable or arousing them.selves from this state
regardle8-8 ot the external stilllulus.

Many of the .tudies on hibernating lA8IIJ1lals have been carried out
by Lyman (61), Lyma.n and Chatfield (62,6), and Lyaan and Hastlftg. '(64)~

Bigelow and McBirine (65) and Bigelow, Mustard and Evans (66) have,
studied the groundhog and. 1 ts folh1bernation g.land" in an attempt to tind

a hormone responsible tor hibernation.

Dave and Morrison (67) and

Nardone, Wilber and :Mus.cahe. (68) bave studied 'the characteristics

or

the hibernating he-art and the electrocardiogram patterns in some detail.
Smith and Fairer in England have reported on studies in that country

concerned with the relation

or

hibernation and hypothermia (69).

Deane and Lyman (70) have shown that there is
and adrenal activity associated with hibernation.

8

decline in thyroid

Thte lack of response-

-12-

ot endocrine. so intimately concerned 'With metabolisDl m.ust be permissive
of the hibernating state, but the evidence is not oonvincing that the

endocrine$ exert a dominant role in the onsetot hibernation.
Chatfield and Lyman (71) have occasionally observed

8

Ellssoelati.on

of the 8ut1.eles and ventricles during hibernation ot the hamster.
88

In

much as in hypothermia of the nonhibernating animal auricular

t1brilla,tion, abnormally slow conduction and 2:1 and 3:1 A.-V blocks have

bsenreported by Crimson (72) and b: Fairfield (73), it, a.'ems certain that

of

~ll

the conducting mechanisms

~t

the heart the auriculo-ventricular

junctional tissue is the most susceptible to the effects or cold.
Chattield and Lyman (71) have also observed marked dilation

or

the peri-

pheral circulation in the hibernating an11llal.

METHODS 01 COOLING

Several te-chni·ques have been employed t,o secure general l\.Tpot.hermia.

Pro_etton or hypcd,be.a by aurr•• coo11. . 1. \b. . . .t .widely \leed
....

aetbocl aDd is accoapUebed by (8) imm.ersion in ice water, (b) enclosing

or wrapping ~b. pat1entox- anima~ in a rel'rigerating blanket"

cool1n.g with air.

or

and (0)

these three . .thode ot coo110g, immersion in ice

water up to the lower third of the thorax 1. the simplest method and
DUm7 inv. .tigatora teel

in infants and ch1ldren.

that thi. 118Y be the cl1n1eal uthod of choico
The refrigerating blanket 1n some ·respects

1s more convenient.. since it can beaore ea8il;y cont.rolled and can be
used lol' rewarming.

It 1B also the preferred clinical ••thod ·ot coOling

tor larger children and adults.

Cooling with air baa been used oaly

under experilllental conditions although recent studies in Sweden indicate

-1.3that this method has been used clinicall7 with lome success in that

It should. be pointed out, however, that direct application of

COWltry.

cold of a,ny duration to skin or surface are'.s may bring
m.ent of acute tissue damage.

immersion,

~d 'W,18

8 bout

the develop-

This is otten seen in accidental prolo,nged

espec1al17 frequent among fiiers shot down at sea

during World War 11.

l:rqburg (74) haa outlined the pathology of such

damage and all investigator,s should realize that it can occur during
any prolonged hypothermia.

Extracorporal circulation and cooling, with and without the use
of the artificial bea,n, PlllJP, bas been used with 8ueceS8 b7 som.e inv8et1gator..

The cost

ot such equipment, however, has

to date apparently bean

one 'of the principal reasons tor 1ts 11m1ted use, Recent adaptation ot
this technique has been introduced with singu1arlygood success,

ROS8

(25. 26) bae introduced a relatlTeq simple and inexpensive machine in

England.

Gollan, Blos and Schuman (75) and Gollan, ~.!!. (76,77,78)

in this country ba •• used a combination ,ot extracorporal 0001101 with a
...-

heart PUDlp and oxygenator to cool dogs to teDlperatuNs of about ~C. with
recovelJ!.

Juvenelle, Lind and W1geUus bave studied the use

or

extra-

':>

corporal cooling and artificial circulation with a heart pump in COJIlb1netlon with the drugs of "artificial hibemation."

A renew of his f.tudlee

does not show that there are any marked advantages to be obtained from

the use of the "hibernation" drugs.

Peirce and Polie)" (79) have studied

dirterential cooling of the heart alone tor use in intracarciiac surger.r.
Generally speaking, it would appear at this time that hypothermia pro-

duced by extracorporal cooling and combined with the heart pump o'XYgenator'

-14otters greater degrees of coo11ngand more adequate o2;Ygenation with
recovery than the other J1l:ethod.e used to date.

1'he use of drug-induced hypothermia under the general designation
or"8~pathetic

of "artificial hibernation," or "slaw-motion Ute,'t

neuropleliatl has been used extensive17 in Europe, especially in Frane••
Drugs are usually ueed in conjunction 'tfith a mild degree of surface

cooling ,to facilitate the produotion of hypothermia.

'The originators of this *Frenoh cocktail- are the biologists
Laborit, B.nd Huguenard (:34).

They have described the hJrpothesis of

this technique in broad outline to theefteet that warm-blooded aammals,

and particularly man, have evolved into

8

state of relative freedom from

their environment as described by Bernard' s
Ilbomeoatssis"

or Cannon.

:m11i~

interne and the

Their metabollc acti vitl'", as mediated througll

a so-called neuro-endoerlne system, operates at an extremely high rate •.

Because or this condition the organi_ uT soon exhaust itself, but
through a reduced metabolic level the

S8me

energy-might serYe to overo-'

come the severe stim.ulus and permit survival.

From. this romantio

concept has sprong a rash of clinical applications .. from which,ln tum,

great elaims bave been tnl.de.

The "lTt1c cocktail," contaln1ngtrom three

to eight dir'ferent drugs and varied at the whim of the physician is

administered over a period of days to patients with a variety oldia.a·ses.
Operations may' be performed and it is alleged thet the patients would

not have aurvi ved their disease and its treatment had they not been sub-

jected to polypbal1ll8cy.
It is true tbat there are changes in the patient simu.lating a

-15<lru.gged sleep.

He is lethargic and moves only a little; his pulse and

blood pressure are decreased; pain .response is decrea.sed; emotional

reactions lost; but vital functions persist.
bol~sm

It is stated that met8-

is marketUy reduced; yet no stll.dies of oxygen oonsumption have

been done.;' the term.

tJ,~pathetic

neuroplegia" suggests paralysis of

the sympathetic and/or-parasympathetic sTst . . , but no testing of

sympathetic .fUnctions ean .e found in the literature.

The 'Word

"hibernation" baa been used; yet publisbed data, on bod7 terrrperature
reveal a drop

ot onlT o. SO to 3oe.· This temperature level is

knOlm

to

have only slight effect on metabolis& and is a tar cr,r trom the hibernating aninlal whose temperature may be in the neighborhood of 4°C. to

10OC. or lower.

It ia apparent, then, that a state ofskept1eism re-

garding this bold theory will remain until some
submi tted to lift it from the

r~alm

or

S

re e..

4 (

~c;'entific

crt"' crt

~~~,.

evidence is

From ·the

~Joint

of

new ofbJrpothermia, however, it Dlu,st be emphasized that the French are

describing a stat, 1n which body temperature ia on17 slightly below norul.

Investigators in this country and Britain have been
in their criticism of the use

or

the .lytic eookta.il.

rath~r

sharp

Burn (SO) has

been conspicuously outspoken among the English pharmacologists. wbile
Swan (81) in this country has been extremely critical of the rationale

of its use.

Juvenelle (82) in France, while cr1tieal of the techniques

employed by Laborit, bas preeented an interesting and c·allD evaluation
of the drug or drugs as they are used in the lytic cocktail.

A recent,

study has been carried out in this country by Fabian.!!.!!. (B3), but

it does not add any significant new data to
exists.

inro~ation

which already

-16Fl'Oll Britain, on the other hand, has appeared an important study
of the relation between the "lytie cocktail" and hypothermia.
work t.here bad been largely concerned with the use

anesthesia
procedures.

cologie

8S

or

Previous

bypotensi ve

a means of reducing bemorrhageduring certain operative
Hypothermia was not involved except by analogy.

~Jpotenaion,

at levels of 70 to 100

DDll.

Phanu-

Kg. systolic pressure

were demonstrated to be well tolerated by the anesthetized human.
':::., .

,0

0

Hypotheruda in the range between 35

or

and 20

causes progressi va lowering
. '

,

systolic 'blood pressure ,'by ,0 \6:,;60

survival.

1ft.

'H&•• -w1th tissu.e and organ

Both methods, a ,)parentlJr result in a form or Uphysio,logie, "

or survivable hypotension.

Dundee ~.!!. (84) studied1n both dogs and

patients the effect ot (a) hypoth::-:;rmia on lletabol1c rate, (b) each agent

ot the "lytic:leocktail" on the cooling process, and (e) the "lytie
cocktail1' on cooling and metabolic rate.
llitth regard t.o the first., they confirmed the preyiou5 \«:ork of

Martin (8'S) and

absence

or

or Bigelow!i g.

shiverin~

8

(11), bi' deiaonstreting that 1ft the

definite relation exists between boqy temper-

ature and oX¥gen consumption.

1.b.

metabol~au:n

drops about 5 per oent

for each degree Centigrade down to 27"0., and 18s$ rapidly thereafter.
Penrod (86) has shown that oxygen conswnpt1oft varied . directly. with the

de,gr..

ot shl vering.

Secondl,y, of the three prirJ.cipal components of the

cocktail, Pethidine (meperidine lly~chlorid.) Uvagol1tic~ Avomin.
(promethazine chlorothe·ophylllnat.e)
uCNS depressant," only

tf

eJlD.Plltbol1tic," and ChlQrop~.zine

,he last appear3d to enhance

~he

speed of cool1ng,

and then apparently only through inhibitionot shivering.

Deep anesthesia

and curarizat.ion were essentially as effective in promoting hy'potherm1a.

-17Thus, the 1aportan,ce of the inhibiti.on of muscle activit". .a pointed out by

Slaith and FI)" (3) bas been continued.

Thirdly, the "cocktail" itselt

resulted in a faU of bodJ \emperatunJ rarely in excess

O.5OC.) and

o~g.n

or

consumption fell only 8 to 10 per cent.

2OC. (aYeraging

It can

be s·een that the Qlaims that the t1ceckte11" spee1 li cally lower. Ilet.a-

boll.sa remains uncont1raed..
The first ext"nsive stu·dies on the pharmacology of chloropromazine.
and its derivatives were done

\)y

Courvoie1er 11\ !l. in 1953 (87).

Chloroproraazine h,aa a rather wiae range of actions which are not all
elearlJ understood.

Among them are these: (a) it potentiates the aetiQn

ot barbiturates; (b) it produces· a severe degree

or

posturalhypoteneion;

(0) in large doses it may reverse the vasopressor action of epinephrinfl

and ..ethedr1ne, although norepinephrine 18 not affected; and· (d) it is
highly irritant to veiris and must be given by drip technique or be well
d11ut.ed. when lajected"1rect17 into thl!lv"i.ns.

CAJIDIOVAsCtJLAR EFFEGTSOP HYPOTHERl4IA
The cardiovascular effects of cooling are .complex and even though

it has been the subject of intensive investigations, not all workers
have reached the saffle conclusions.

<a) a

t.n

The salient features appear to be,

in heart rate and blood pressure, (1)) a slowing ot intra-

cardiae conductiQn, (e) a drop in cardiac output, (d) a rise in venous
pressure. (tlan increase in cardiac irritability in some tor.m, and (r)
a decrease in lI.'foca.rdial lUYgen consumption.

Allot these effects beeoae

particularly marked at temperatures below 28°C.
the range of 200C. the oxygen consllfllption

or

At temperatures in

the body , cardiac output,

-18blood. pressure and heart rate are about 15 per cent ot that observed

at

3~C.•

The increased irritability of the myocardium. observed by all

investigators and culminating in ventricular fibrillation is one

o~

the most iey~ng problems of general hypothennia.

It ls, in etfect,

the only C2uae of death scen during hypothermia.

Th" few cases in

whioh cRroi8C arrest develo·ps elmoS\t inveriably- change to ventricular
fi bri.l1etion just prior to the ons$t of death.

(BS) reported oeees
by cold.

or

experi~ntel

Hotf and Stansfield

ventricular fibrillation induced

Hegnauer and Penrod in their

studi~s

for the U.S. Air Force

(12) reported a rat~her high incidence of fibrillation 5..n their 8tudies.

Am.ong their studies the.r demonst reted that.
catheters during

lation.

hypother~.nie

plac~ent

of intraventricu18.r

greatly inere.ssed the incidence of t.ibril-

Further studies earri~d out by Covino, Charleson and D'imato

~

'89) det.erm111ed
were not

tha.t endogenous epinephrine and cardiac overloading

pr1mary~e\1se:3

of ventriculartibrillation.

Myocardial anoxia was first· thought by Pree
Hegnauer, Schriber

8P.d

.!!! al.

(90) and

Haterius (91) to be the etiologic .factor

involved in the apparent inoreased irritability.

More recent studies

by Hegnauer and D'Amato (92) am BadpA!r (9.3) bave shown rather eonclualvely that this condition does not exist, a.lthougb Lange, Weiner and
Clold (94) still hold to the anone concept.

The apparent reason for

these conflicting views 1$ the study by" Brown and Hill (95) in llfhicb

they report'9d ashitt in the oxyhem.oglobin dissociation curv6 at reduced
temperatures.

At the same time, however, the oxygen-carI-ying capacity

-19of serum in the form of pilysicall¥ dissolved

o~gen

has been ehownb;y

Roaenha1n and Penrod (96) to be increased by 25 per cent at hypothermic
temperatures.

It hssalso been shown by Penrod (97) that there 1s a

normal A-V oxygen difference at. ~C.

no

cBrdiae~hypox1a

curve.

This would support the idea tbat

results from the shift

or

the hemoglobin dissociation

Penrod hasaleo shown that the u,se of 100 per cent oxy-gen with

the concomitant inerea,se in dissolved ox,ygen does not affect coronary

1-V ditference, although Bigelow, Mustard and Evans (66) present evidence
to show that total oxygen eonswnpt1on is greater under conditions of
arterial oxy,gen saturation ( 90 per cent to 100 per cent) than under

bypoxic conditions (arterial s.aturation less than 90 per cent).
McMillan.!$..!!. (98) bave shown that arterial oxygensa.turation was

8at1stactor,y and have postulated that if nypoxia is to be
in producing ventricular fibrillation, then

8.

8 ~jor

block must occur in the

transfer of oXygen between the red cells .and the tissue cells.
block would produce a deerease in A-V o.x;rgen

,ractor

cl1rr.renc.~

Such

8

but Penrod has

.~

reported

tbatsll~eh

is not the case during progressive cooling.

In

Penrod's studies, hovever, no coronary flow measurements were carried

out; bence, no acourate estimate of oxygen consumption by the myocardi'U1l1
could be made.

It, therefore, 'Would appear that while hypoxia i8

probably- not the cause of ventricular fibrillation.. anoxemia produced
by an insufficient coronary blood flow brought about by the JIlArkedly

reduced blood pressure m.ay be one of the factors which could precipitate

fibrillation or cardiac arrest.

In support of the hypoxic origin of myocardial impairment is the

work ot Lange, Weiner and Gold (94).

They detected electrocardiogram

-20changes during hy'potbenda which reseabled. those produced by anoxia

at normal temperatures.

B7 increasing the amount of physically dissolved

oxygen in plasma. or acidification of the blood they were able to revers.
the·se electrocardiogram changes.

--

In bi6chem1cal studies both Flem.ing (99) aDd Swan et 81. (100)
demonstrated that the pH of the blood can he varied wit.hin rather wid.

l1Ints, depending on the rate and depth
respiration wit.h pure oqgeD.

8S

positiVe pressure arti:t1cial

B"e,ft 40 •• not .tate· the exact l.1m1t.

which he used in bi. experiments.
forced ventilation at 20°C.

or

'leming maintained

coapared to

8

8

pH of 7. ~ with

noftlal pH of 7.35.' 3,oC.,

and a pi ot 7.03 at 2fPC. with inadequate vetilat1on.

The incidence of

spontaneous fibrillation was greatly reduced. under the oonditions ot

torcedventl1atlon.

Swan

~em.on·strated

that 'Wbere cardiac occlusion

m.ethods were employed in surgerr for periods of up to fifteen minute....

ventrioular fibrillation always occurred upon relea... ot the occlusion
and was accompanied by a :rapid rise 1ft venous blood pJI trom extreae17
lOll

levels.

This rapid rise in pH is believed to be due to

latlon of CO2 in the tissues and a· rapid washing out of this

the "institution of peripheral circulation.

8ft

aceuaU-

C~

with

It wa. round that the

only way- to prevent this rapldpK change was hY' prel1m1naI'7 hyperventilation with 100 per cent oxygen.

In both of these studiea, however,

it. was found tha.t animals appear to 'tolerate low bod1' temperature.
better if their pH 1. maintained at high levels,

~,.t'

on the alkaline

side of normal.
The recent study by McKillan, working with Churchill-Davidson (98),

has confirmed the report of

S\IrlSD

that rapid changes in .CCQ levels and

-21hence pH may produ.ce fibrillation under cGnditiol1s of c1rc'ulat;ory arreat.
They present eviden·ee, however, to indicate ~bat while this is an important,

factor, it 18 not· a major factor in spontaneou.s fibrillation.

On·ce

tibrillation has occurred, it .al' make the slt1lstioft "Wor.se,and so it.

would seem. a1!.v1sable to maintain
cOl;ldit,ions of hypothermia.

II

steady blood pH and

~

level under

Chux-chill-Davidsont s group lound no evidence

of an initialrespirator.y alkalosis similar to that observed by Osburn
(101).'· The)" have also shown that the pH ehanges 8"1& k ..p1Rg with the

carbon dioxide cbanges which to theni suggests that the respirator.Y
acidosis

~!hich

develops in hypothermia when respiration is not c·ontrolled

is not associated with a disorder at ce11ulartnetaboli8ll end consequently

the presence

or

aeid metabolites.

The apparent absence

or

metabolic

acidosis haa been confirmed by FleJn1ng (99) who did not tind an alteration
in blood pyruvates and lactates.
Unwin .
investigated
thermia.

.!.\.!l.

th~

in

8

series otatudiee (102, 10), 104, 105, 106) has

geperal problem

ot acid-base equ.ilibr1U1l during bn»-

TheBe investigators have found that the increased aeidit7,

which m·ight be expected to result trom the increased amount of

~~

dis-

solved 'Wit.h decreasing temperature, is offset bY' the greater carryina
power tor CO2 as bicarbonate whieh also occurs with deereasing temper-

ature.

In all animals 'Which were subjected to bypotbermia, they oba,erved

that • metabolic acidosis developed on cooling which

reversed em. rewarming ..

W8s

not completely

This observation otun4erl.y1.ng metabolic acidosis

in hypothermic animals is contrary to the results of 'leming (99),
McMillan ~!l. (98), and Cranston, Pepper and Ross (107) 'Who have

denied that metabolic acidosis exists in circumstances Qf sponta,neou8

-22respiration during hypotherrnia.

Cr:anston, Pepper and. Ross claim tha\

only a gaseou.s or respiratoI7 ac.idosis is present because or. the
inereas.d solubility
pC~

or

CO2 at lower temperatures and that the arterial

eOl!1plonly rises above SO mat lig. and may occasionally reach lewl.

ot 150..'J)O mm.. Hg. Bre-win reels that this high gaseous acidosis
reported by Cranston, Pepper and Ross could quiekly be reduced by artl-

t1ela1 ventilation.

Cranston, Pepper and P\'()ss also found that the

sodium, potassium andchlorl.d:e concent.rations showed little change,
during and after eooling,

8~

they argue that these results support

their belie! that no metabolic acidosis was present.
th~

on

Brewin
at 21.,
.
.-..--

other hand, feel thst such findings cannot exolude the presence

of m.etabolic acidosis.

They

pol~t

ou.t that the studies of Fleming,

McMillan and others were obtained in animals or patients who were
surface cooleri:.

Bre'Win

coolin~

arteriovenous

~

!l.cooled all animals and patients by

and suggest that this may or raay not be an

im.pOrtant eonei,deration.
':r.~

--.

Brewin at 81. have reported that the -tinal me"tabolic acidosis
following t,he rewarming period was more severe iosnimals which were

artificially ventilated t,han in those which had breathed spontaneously.
The reason far this is not cle:ar although they suggest that the reapi.%'-

atory alkalos'1s produced by the artificial ventilation during cooling
is partly compensated

tCJr"

by the rer181 excretion

ot base. Daterling

!i l!l. (lOS)

have alBo reportpA. that metabolic acidosis develops during

hyp~therm18

in animals ventilated artificially and that during rewarming

such acidosis

d;~d

not disappear.

-23The cause of the metabolic acidosis

----

et 81. is not known.

or

Brewin

!!:.!l.

and Deterling

It is knolln that shivering will cause a lactate

production, but in eXperiments by Brewin and others groes shivering

was prevented.

It has been suggested by Brawin

Et~

u.

that prolonged

eXpOsure.:to anesthesia may be respnnsible for some of the metabolic
acidosis

'~hiehthey

found.

--

Bre'\t/in et 81. have carried their studies further and subjected

animals to hypothermia and thoracototl;{w1th a

circulatory arrest.
develop~d

~nute

periodot

Under these 'conditions a more severe acidosis

which usually becante worse on re'Wcrming.

vere obtained. in human patients

unrlergf)1tt~

Simil;Jr results

openeardiee fiUrgery under

hypothermia.Th:ts severe acidosis was primarily a lactacido5is and

they feel that1.t

1s due primarilJr to some impsirment, or the circulation.

This increased laeteeidosis during rewsrm1n.gws~,·tnotrelt to he related

to inadequate respiration.

An importent aspect of severe· acidoSis' in. a

patient would be..;that
.. it will certainly prejudice his chances

or recoverT

from a e.erdiae operation under hy'potherruia.

Studies were carried out by Brenn 1 s group in an a ttiempt to tind
the cause of the acidosis.

It was subsequently found

circulatory arrest for ten minutes under hypothermia

derangement oi'liver function and structure.
888

not improved.

~hat
thert~

following
'Was

8

stlvere

On rewarming, the liver

The nature of this damage was rather severe dis-

ruptlon of the lobular architecture with centrolobular congestion and

necrosis and extravasation ot blood. There was a eOrTesponding venous

congestion of the viscerswith -rise in central venous pressure of the

-24order of 15-20

CDl.

H 0 or more.
2

This incresse in central venous pressure

was largely prevented by alternately a.pirating blood from the inferior
vena cava and super10·r vena cays ard returning it by pump to the caD-

nulated fnoral artery.

In such a manner the central v.nous pressure

was maintained at levels below 100m. H20.

By reducing venous conjeation

the metaboUc acidosis was largely alleviated

am

cellular structure of

the liver was not altered.
These ver.r important studies by Brew1n

.n.!!-

indicate that investi-

gation or li;errt~::l::_,r~ ,the hwaan operation c~~rried out
~,r'''''''''''e-,~,.,

is

..

to{,eet.l:i'1lh:-.t-bf.t...~~r 8imilarchanges" in:~.~ ~~~:.,It
obvious that til~'>·res'uits ·or·u veir···'dBmage prO'duced as s aide-effect

in order

~. :~~",": .. ~f-~~'~'~'" 7-.'-,,:,~·.

of venous occlusion during hypothe:rm1a can only" influence adversely the

1m.rned1ate pro.,is.

The primary 11 ver damage and the metabolic acid-

osis 'Which seconderil.Y supervenes can probably be overco·me 1f the patient
survives long enough.

But the point to remem.ber 18 that the patient

may not survive.

One of the inevitable consequences of deepening
ventricular fibrillation.

hYPOthermi~

1,

The primary cause is completely unknown.

Attempts to tind the priaaX7 cause as well as po8sible contributing

secondary factors have not been very successful.

Hegnauer, D'Amato

and Flynn (109) 'have reported that the presence of cardiac catheters

increases the incidence of fibrillation.
Attempts to prevent ventricular fibrillation or to reverse existing
fibrillation have been met with varying degrees of

St1ceeS8.

Covino,

Charleson and D'Am.ato (89) tailed to protect hypothermic dogs trom

fibrillating with the use o,t adrenergic blcekingagente or venesection.

am

In a recent atwtr Covino, Wright

Cherleaon (110) have presented.

evidence toebaw tbat Daeorene, B-(2 biphenyloX7}-ethyl-diethylamine

HCL, an ant11'1brlll a tory drug. ..ay b. useful in preventing ventricular
,

~

fibrillation in the hypothermic dog.

In the same a1.Ud.7 they showed that,

D11sntin was inerrecttve in controlling fibrillation at not;l-t.oxie dose
left1 and th8:\ procaine amide induced fibrillation in all hypothermic
dogs te$t,e4.

Preyedel, Holttgo••!7 and SWan (lU)bavesta'tM that

prostigraine was an effe'ct1ve antitibrillato17 agent when given by
c,oronary perfusion,

am

that when used by this method in the fibrillating

animal will allew conYer.1on to

8

normal t;l7tba b7 m!ssage and

electric

shock.
It-.win (112) 1n ~llnd has defibrillated dogs with intraventricular
injections

or

arterenol, massage and electric shoek.

Schafer, Hughes and

Darll. (113) 'in: He.at atud1•• uye 4etibr1llated dogs 'Which haTe t1bril-

lat,.d tor as

long~alJ

four to five hours 'With massage, w8n1saline batbing

or the pleural cant,- a,m electric shock. These most -striking ~xper1ments
indicate t.hat fibrillation

ot long standing in the hTPothermie' animal can

bereverfMd successtullY. 'lirb7;t Jenson and Johnson (114) have alae
reported on sucoessfUl attempts at reversing fibrillation with eoron817'

perfueion of prost1pd.Be.

Senning (US, 116)" on tbe ,other hand, has induced ventricular
fibrillation in dog. cooled to 25.50 to 2SOC.
surgical

1.~)e·edures

After carrying outvanous

he bas reversed the fibrillation with massage, nova-

eaine'lnjec'tiollinto the right auricle followed by adrenalin and &.111'

-26electric shock.

Upon conversionot the Yentncu1.ar fibrillation the

dogs were rewarmed.

All animals (te,n) survived the procedure.

Senning

conclude-s that i f controlled properly, ventricular fibrillation makes

it easier· too perform the intraeardiac surgery and that the procedure is
...

le'ss harmfUl to the fibrillating heart than to a slow, strongly-heating
heart.

Shumway and Lewis (117) have recently earried out a similar

study involving 82 dogs and obtained essentially the same results.

They

do not concurl however, with Senning's theai. thai-induced ventricular
They feel that the

tibrillation should be done'-,1n .clinical eases.

clinician aoould be prepared to accept the rie. or ventricular fibrillation in. pertorming surgerr through the

~se

or hypothermia, and that

with maintenance of adequate oqgenation

or

the myoc-ard1um reversal of

ventricular fibrillation esn D·e easil.Y accomplished.
Niazi and Lewis (118, 119) in a series of papers have attempted
to prevent fibrillation b7 varying the degree and type of respiratory
ventilation.

The; have tound that 5 per eent carbon dioxide and ox;rgen

and good ventilation as opposed to hyperventilation with 100 pet- cent

oxygen, maintainedbl.ooo pH at normal or sllghtlJr above normal levels,
and decreased the incidence of fibrillation.

On the other hand, 1,r

cardiae standatUl can be achieved and maintained, the experimental

ani:m.al (dog) can sately be taken to lower hyPothermic temperatures.
This was best achieved. with oxygen and carbon dioxide ( 5 to 10 per
cent) mixtures and good ventilation.

In such a manner blood pH changed

trom normal levels to high levels (7.7 to 6.1) at a;bout 2tJlC. and
stan.datill was accomplished shortly thereafter.

In this way, the

hypothermic dog could be safely taken to temperature levels below

-27-

lOOC.
Recent studies

or

interesting result,..

--

ventricular fibrillation have presented some

Riberl .. S1de178 and Shumaker (120) and Riber!

et 81.(121) have shown that sino-auricular blockade with procaine was
very

etfe~ive

thermic dogs.

in preventing ventricu1ar fibrillation in healthy hy'po-

The animals were subjected to external and interna1

cardiac stimuli. The results showed that of eleven untreated control
an1mals:J nine died

or

fibrillat.ion, "hile

or

ele'YeD. procaine-treated

animals only two died and in each 'instance t.he death va,s due to poe\.-

operative respiratorr complications and rot to ventricular fibrillation.

In a second paper by t.he saBle groupo! investigators, Shumaker.!.it!l.
(122) showed that bilateral s1lllpathet1c d~neryation

or

the heart prevented

fibrillation in all of fifteen dogs treated 1n this manner.
series of tifteen dogs was treated with

A second

intra;v~uscor;·j.ntracard.iac

Artonad prior to cardiac surgery ani only two developed fibrilla tion.

..

Further studies ctemonstrated that stilllllatlon of the right. vagus
nerve provoking adequate bradJreardia pre'Yented fibrillation in

~.D
~

.

orr1fteen animals, while eomplete cardiac denervat10n prevented
fibrillation in nine of r.t.J:te·en animals studied.
Electrolyte cha.nges during hypothermia have been st~died by many

investigators'" F1emi.ng (99) and HcKillan

n

1l.(98) found smell changes

in serum. potassium, both increases and decreases; whereae Bigelow,
.
Lindsay and Greenwood (10), Elliott and Grimson (12,3). Swan ~ J!!..
(100) and Osborn (101) found relatively large changes, both increases
and decreases.

MacKay

(124) working with cat., found a correlation

between potass1UBl and carbon dioxide levels, while McMillan

~

.!l.

-28. (98) have not been able to demonstrate such a correlation.
be. emphasized, however, that allahi vering was prevented

~

It should
theanilRals

used bl' HcM111an and sinceahiyertng promotes glycogenoly:ai.s and a

concom1.tant.. :pot.ass1um release, it is very probfllble that. the elimi..nation
'"'*

of shivering

'W8S

responsible for those cases where negligible chan.gee

in potassiWll levels were ob.served.

Elliott and Crim.son (123) have

shown that the administration of an amount of potassinm 'Which at nonnal

bO<\Y tsnperatures is withoot offect.1I8Y cause lethal cardi.cerr.ot.. at

2500.

Garb ( 12.5, 126) ha s shown that wi th the cat pap111arymuscle

preparation at flannal temperatures potaasiUIa chalges in the perfusion
bath are principally effective in bringing

~bout

changes in the irrit-

ability 0.£ the hea.rt. It has essenti.ally no effect on the contractile

toree of the muscle ma 8S.
Conn a·ncl Robertson (127) using radiopotassium ( (+2) have attempted
1;0

study the kine.tic. at potaasiumtransfer int.be ·myocardium.

intact, anesthet1zel1 dog.

or .the

Their results indic.ste that t~here is a

gradient between't,he plasma potassium. of the coronar.;r eirculatior( and
the intracellular myocardial potassium.

The interstitial fluid

potassium. is less than the intracellu.lar fluid potassium of the lett

ventriole.

The

~argy

involved in .maintaining 'this intracellular-

interstitial concentration gradient can be approximated although the

efficiency of the system is u.nknolill.

The calor1es expended may also

simultaneously accomplish additions,l work such as transporting other
ion species in the oppoaite dir'9ction.

No consideration was given

to electrical gradients or exchange diffusion, and these processes

-29may playa m.ajor role in the exchange.

This study is particularly

interesting because ot the possible importance of change in such a

syst.em oocuring during ma rked reduction in tempe rature
therm1a.

8"8

in hypo-

It is possible that observed shifts in the plasma potassium.

seen during hypothermia may be accounted for by suoh a system.

A

ree·ent study of the effects of acute respirator:v acidosis on the

internal equilibriwn of potassium by Schriber, Fremont-Smith and
Burnell (12a) bas shown that the internal equl11briwa
is in part a fUnction of pH.

ot

pottissiUll

They have demonstrated. that with acidosis

there i8 an increase in the extracellular-intracellular concentration

ratio

or

potassium, and with alkalosis there is a corresponding deerease

in this ratio.

Tbe altered ratio persists as long

8S

the pH remains

altered.
All investigators have observed a ris", in serum calcium.

The

degree ot inereaee reported hesnot been coDsistent., althougb aUbave
~

found a definite increase.

It is known that an excess of calcium

leads to prolongat_1on of systole, whereas potassium. has the effect of

prolonging diastole.

It may be argued, as by HcKillan

.!i!!..

(99), tbat

the observed rise in .e:rwl. calcium, which would 'trend to increase the

power of systoUc contraction of the myocardium a.nd diminish relaxation,
'Would' produce precisely the effect observed by- Hegnauer, Flynr,t and D'Amato

(129) du ring t h ei r hypothermic experl ment s.

~rhey found tha t under hypo-

thermic conditions with a slow heart rate the period of systole was
lengthened in relation to diastole, thus giving the heart little tim.

tor full relaxation in diastole and,hence, tor coronary circulation.

Thi. is quite different from the slow heart rate ot the hibernating

animal,

8S

reported by tyan (61), which baa

long diastole.

8'

normal systole and a

Beme (130) bas observed the same general ventricular

time relations as those given by Hegnauer.
S~ce the

calcium/potassium ratio rises in hypothermia and it

has been shown that the heart is extreme.ly sensitive to other cations

at 10'" body temperatures, it may be that changes considered to be
inconsequential at normal body taupe raturtla becoae lethal at • low
body temperature.

Tbis oonditlon combined

~th

an insufficient corona17

flow and hence possible anoxemia of, tbe myocardium, 1BIA7 be enough to

precipitate ventricular fibrillation or cardiac arrest-_

Swan and

Zeavin (20), and ZeaYin, 1~1rtu. and S-wan (131) have shown that intra-aortic injections ot potassium close to the eoronsl7, outnow and

aided by cardiac massage reverse ventricular fibrillation in many

cases.

It may be that the

i~ection

or

restoring the calcium/pota88ium ratio.

potB:~Bi~

effects 'this by

Grumbach, 'Howard and Ke~r11l
1"·' .

(132) working with the perfused rabbit heart at no:cmal temperature
,f,'O\uld that decreases in potsssiUlll in the face of -no change in calcium,
or an

inerea&~

1.n eal.ci.Ula a1.one, precipit.ated epont,aneoull ventricu,l.ar

fibrillation.
In

IJ

recent stud{

Ca"'(in.~ Q.~<.\.. ~C?t.'t.-.~~'''''t ,'\..~~') ~'""" b~l).o.~eQ.

A-V electrolyte differences in normal and hypothennlc dogs.
potassium. es_lciUlll, magnesium
'Were determined.

't."'ne coronary

SodiUl;,

cbloride and hydrogen ion concentration.

lndoge eoo~ed to 24°0. which did not show ventricular

fibrillation, there were no electrolyte changes.

fren dogs, made hypo-

-31theZ1llic, showed characteristic changes in calcium, pota.ssium and
hydrogen ion at 249C.

AU these animals developed ventricular fibril-

latio-n an:i died, althou,gh no indication 1s given as to whether sttert\pts

were rude to convert the arrhythmia to a normal sinus rhytJhm.

It ie

suggested trom this study that ventricular fibrillation at low temper-

ature is related to an inereasein calcium. and e

1058

of potassium. and.

hydrogen by the hypothennie, bypereapneic my:ocardium.
Because of its relation to ele·ctrol7te balance, renal function
has been·inQ1reatly link·ed to the cardiovaecular and e1 ectrolytle

chang·e. observed by many investigators during hypothermia.

It hBs

been sbown by Ned.ell (134) that during hypotherrda rabbit kidney
tunetiGn is seri()lsl7 impairod.Bergstrand and Sterky' (135) in their

studies round that the rabbit renal function paralleled the decreas.e in

temperature 'With a decrease in oxygen consu.rnption of the kidneys at
low temperatures, but the 02Tgen· content and A-V saturation of the
blood was not alt.~ed.

found

Anderson and Nielsen (136) J using the rabbit,

decrease in urine output,

it

and percent reabsorption of urea.

r11tr~tion,

concentrating capacitY'

They attribute the

d~cr~,95e

in

tilt.ration and urine output to the decrease in blood flow resulting

tromthe

decrea~e

the kidney.

in hlood pressure and also to vasoconstriction 'Within

The impairment of concentrating capacity and urea reab-

sorption is believed to be due to a decrease in the
the nephron. directly arrected

b)~

~rm.eB;b11ity

ot

cold.

Page (137) is the first investigator to publish detailed studies

or the

effects of hypothermia on renal function in the dog.

In bie

-32experiment.s s.hi vering occurred in all dogs.

now

renal plasma

Wb~ placed in the cold,

and renal blood flow increased to values slightly

above 100 per cent at control.
between 320 and ~oC.

The maximum was reacbed at temperatures

During progre;8sive hypothermia, filtration rate

.........

and renal pls5Dl8 flow decrease as approximately linear functions of

rectal temperature.

decreases

~ncrea8ed during

The extraction ratio of PAH is unaffected by changes in

hypotbermia.

temperature

Filtration fraction is variablJr

1;,0

8S

2"oC.

TmPAH

i8

increaeed during ah~vering and then

temperat.ure 'falls.

Dogs subjected to repeated experiments

exhibited no evidence ot residual change in renal function resulting from
hypothermia. Parallel studies have b~n reportecl by Morris

.n..I1.

(138)

who studied changes in renal heraodynamica during hypothermia following
clamping

or the

No~ally

in the blood.

thoracic aorta.

the kidneys exercise acaretul control over potassium.
Under c1re....taRc•• of lUrked .hi ver1n& a byperpotsssem.1a

can result. ::. In all studies where hypothermia wa-a pertoraed with

l.lnanesthetizedan1.Rutla, including dogs, 'Ventricular fibrillation rare17
was the cause ot death.

In the e:xperiaents done by Ariel. Bishop and

Warren (139), Crimson (72) .. DiU and Forbes (140). and Hamilton, Drea-

bach and ~amilton (141), while not alw878 apec1t1cal17 mentioned .. it can
be

888U1Jled

that ahivering accompanied the heat loas and, therefore, it

can be assWB.ed that an increase in serum potassium. was present.

might possibly have b ••n a fortuitous prophylax1s.

This

In the use at bypo-

thermia to facilitate cardiac .BurgerT, most workers have controlled

completelJr the shivering renex.

In this group, ventricular fibrillation

-33Maguire and Merendino (42) have· euggested that if the

is quite common.

temperature is reduced surficiently, norm.al calc1_ levels in the

presence of by'popotaseemia resulting flO. absence of 8hi vering is

possibly the chemical stimulus precipitating ventricular fibrillation
'\.

in the hypothermic dog.

They also sugge.at that during cooling the

conducting syst.em may be interrupted at a higher temperature level
than the contractile mechanism ot the myocardium.

Since potassium

1s intimately' concerned with the conduction processe. of t.helllYocardium..

these changes

a~

even more significant.

The excessive release and subsequent flooding of the heart by

endogenous adrenaline or epinephrine has be"en postulated by Cookson,
Neptun.e and Bailey (14, 15) and Berne (1)0) ,to be another cause of

the increased irritability of the heart.
by Hegnauer

This concept has been studied

and. he has presented evidence to indicate that an excessive

release of epinephrine probably does not

occur~Graabach,f(oward

and

Merrill (1,32), ho"",ver, in their studies with the perfused rabbit
.

1

.

hearts suggest that calcium initiates spontaneous ventricular fibr1llation
by stimulating adrenergic receptors in the myocardial tissue to release

epinephrine.

Changes in circulating epinephrine have been reported b7

some investigators.
,

Wads, Seo and Abe (142) using a biological

quantitative assay method reported a marked increase in blood epinephrine
at temperatures below )000.

Itikawa (.143) c8lTied out similar experi-

menta wi"th dogs 1n which medullary tissue was relllOved and found no
increase in blood epinephrine when compared to control artimals.

Satow

(144) reported on a series of epinephrine replacement studies following

-34removal

0

f the ,upra-renal medulla and was. able to prevent the exagger-

ate<! temperature tall, blood pressure taU and bradycardia, ot the
control anilllals.

In all these experiments, however, the dogs were

placed in the iee bath in a conseloue condition.

Under these circum-

stances cold", narcosis occurred at temperatures below )0°0.
reaching a state
markedq.

or

Prior to.

unconsciousness, the animals obviously shi vered

This in itself would account for

8

large portion of the

blood epinephrine increaee that lIIas observed.
More recent, studies bave been
. made on this probla with varying
.

degrees

ot success.

Fisher, Fisher and Fedor (145) bave reported that

hypothemia produced no change in the norepinephrine and tot.al chromaffin reaction of the adrena.l medulla

or

l':ats. On the other hand..

Igdahi, Nelson and HUlDe ( 146, 147) have reported decreased adrenal
cortical function during hypothennia.
called. .trees honaones
the medulla

should~e

or

Why the production of the flO-

the cortex should be reduced while those of

inc·re.sed or reaa1auncbanged·La

DOt mOl!lD-•.

There are constant and distinct changes in the .l.ctrocardi.'....
in cooled dogs.

Electrocardiograms wbich have been taken in surgical

patients who have been subjeQted

to hypothermia have been similar to

those Been in the dog, rat and rabbit.

IUlml1tofl,Dresbaeb and Hamilton

(141), Crimson (12)" Hook and Stormont (148) .. Pree -.!i
LindS4iiY and Greenwood (10), Siems ~

J!.

.!!. (9Q).

Bigelow,

(149), and Nardone. Wilber

and Hue.cohea (68) have observed the folloldng changes duriDg cooUna.

The rate slows and sinus rhytbJaa with rates ot 15 to .30 per minute, are

usual findings at 20°C.
at J'f'C.

The PR interval 18 roughly twice the PR interval

The duration of the QRS is otten difficult to define below 2SOC.

Usually itls8bout doubled at 2000. and the Q,T interval 1s three

times to four tiltes as lons a8 at 3~C.

The shape of the T wave

changes withcQ\)liDg and 1·. also otten difficult tode.fine.

It is

nearly always a negative wavea~ 2filC., but it .1tla1 becae inverted
at any st,ate ot the cooling.

Bigelow

!Ii 11.

'10) consider that the

.

earlier 1nvera1oa a",ean, the poorer ia tbe Prtlgnoal" tor an un.venttul recove17.

uea 110" _raplfQ3.

The fR and QT <I1st . .0.8 -he. . . . . .
body t_perat:ure once )t1'C. 1.· passed.

vit.,h • tal ling

As eooling continue., the

rby'tblll changes at so •• point, uaual17 below 20°C., but. can appear at

higher teBlperaturee.

The type or change 18 vax-labl..

Tnemost commaa

sequence of eTents 1. t,b. appearance otventriClllar ectopic beat.
tollowed b7 ventricular fibrillation and. deatA.
little

warn1~.

There 1a usually

With vigorous ventricular fibrillation it is impouible.

to ldentt.ty P 'Wavea. . Siplow, LtDd.88T aalGreenwcod (10) bave shown

tbat

OIl

Gb••rvaUon of th.heart there i. a coDti...... ot ngula,r

auricular be·ate tor a period of up to tweat;y IdDute. atter the :j,Cnset
of fibrillation.

Th•• e become irregular and eV8ntu.all7 both auricle

and ventricle come to cardiae arr.st in d.iaetole.

Ocea.io~,

instead

of fibrillation, a pac.....er in or below the AVnode tdll take over,

resulting. in the electJ'JOCerdiogra a·ppearance of Ilodal rh7thl1, or of a
slow 1d1oYsntrlcul.ar rbytbm.

If the aniul ia rev.raea. the changes in. the electrocardiogram.
revert, toward 1X)lD1al.

of the

QRS

The heart rate, tbe PR interval, the duration

coaplex ani the Qf interval usuall7 return to no,.,..l, but

the T 'Wave and the Sf. segments may be of d1:tfer'enttortll than those

before cooling.

Attempts have been made to use the electrocardiogram pattern
and changes in the pattern to forecast pending arrhyt.hm1a., and even
Some investigators, notabl,f:

the onset of ventricular fibrillation·.

Osbom{lOl) and more recentlJr Covino and Charleson (150), Covino and
Williams (151) aDd Covino and Hegnauer (152) have presented data
indicating that

Ii

current of injul7' demarkation 1n theeleetrocardiogram

1s indieativeot approaching danger.

The re8Ults

or

th••• investigators

are ve!7 interesting and important, although other investigators bave
not been able t.o detect any significant changes in the electrocardiogram
pattern indicating pending fibrillation .• "' Covino·' and· Hegnauer (153) have
related a lower pH of acidosis secondary to respirato17 change. which

alters the excitabl11t7 curve of the ventricle.

A uintena,nce of

8.

near

normal pH during cooling prevented ventricular fibrillation and changes
1n the excitabi11ty curv•••
Hegnauer and Penrod.'·(12) in the"ir studies presen1;ed information
which led them to believe that increases in blood viscosity might

contribute to the onset of fibrillation.

In these studies they noted

an incr,ase in both viscosity and heaatocrit readings, the viscosity

increase being greatt3r in those cases where the hematoorit readings
.... ,

1ncrea~ed.

Since that time several other investigators have also

observed increases in h. .atocrit readings, but little attention has

been paid to the possible importance

or

increa.sed viscosity.

Page (137)

bas indicat.ed that increasfJdviscosity ll18Y be partl1' responsible tor
the observed decrease in renal blood flaw during deep 'hypothermia.

-37McKillall

.!!:.!.l. (98) have recently

the significance of viscosity
:..< .•"""~ -;'
,-

~

8uggested t.hat further studies of

~bould

be conducted, particularly

:==-- "t

..

with reterence to chane~e5 in cardiovascular functions during hypothermia.
The ef'fect. of hypothermia on myocardial function has been ":studied
rather extensively by Berne (130) am Edwards

recent17 b7 ReisSlUM and la.poor (155).

.!l. !.!.(

154) 8.nd taore

Edwards has confirmed the work

of Penrod that coronary A-V ox;ygen difference is essentIally unchanged

However, due to the decline in coronary blood

during hypothermia.

flow, myocardial oxygen consumpt,,"on'signlticantly decreases during
hypothe~a.

Since he found there was a disproportionate fall in

lett ventricular work ae determined Dystroke volum•., be concluded

that the mechanical efficiency ot the lett ve·ntncula r muscle 'Was
considerably reduced at the lowered temperatures.
Bing

!!:. 81. (156) have demonstrated a

efticienc7 in the human heart

in

vivo.

fall in myocardial

In low output failure,

thougn, the 1D7Qcar41al (DJ"gen usage per unit ot ventricular weicht
is normal, and the decrease in efficiency is primarily the
a diminution in cardiac work.

reel that there is
energ uptake.

8.

In hypothermia,

re8ul~

or

Edwards!!:..!l.. (154)

decline in both cardiac 'Work and lt1'oeard1al aerobic

The fall 1n mechanical efficiency" of the heart in both

low output failure and hy-pothemia suggest a partial loss ot the
abilit:y of the heart to convert aerobic energy into useful 'Work.
Ed~ar48

has also demonstrated that although the decline in left

ventricular oxygen

cons~~ption

during hypothermia is considerable, the

tan in oxygen usage of the whole anL'llSl is proportional.ly even greater.
As a result, the ratio

or

oxygen consumption of th.e heart to the total

-38bo~

oxygen consumption increases during hypothermia.

This would

indicate t:bat the heart Maint.ain. a relatively high oxygen consumption
88

compared to tbet'f:st

ot the

body.

A recent. article by Wiggers (157), however, has east doubt as
'

.....

to the validity of not o·nly Edwards· work, but 81so on all studies ot
left ventricular metabolism.

The basis of all studies involving

metabolism of the heart and e8pecially the left ventricular muscle has
been based on the asswapt10n -by Gregg and: Shipley (158) that, the co'ronary
sinus receives venous blood only from the left ventricle.

Geller,

Brandfohbrener .nd Wl.ggers (159) and Johnson and Wiggers (160) have

shown rather conclusively that the

eoronarys~inu8

not only drains the

lett ventricle, but in tact receives & sizable (although variable)
quantity of blood trom therlght ventricle by way 'or the thebs1an
veins. The signif$,.eanee of this fact is obvious, tor it invalidate a
all studies of left ventricular m.et.bol1smba8ed on coronary sinus

flow.

It should al~ be' evid-ent that the "myocardial ettici·ency •• -

determined by Edwards may not decrease

8.6

his studies point out, hilt may

stay the same or even increase in the face at reduced temperature and
reduced stroke volum.e.

Sabiston, Theilen and Gregg (161) have shown a decrease in cardiae
~: ~

output, oX\V'gen consumption, mean arterial pressure, heart rate and venous
pressure.

At the same time there "as a reduction in the circumflex

coroner)" flow although the percentage reduction in cardiae output
greater.

lI.8

On this basis, coronary flow traction is actually increased

at teznperatures of 2rf' to 26°C.

They observed. that at these temperatures

the eoronaI7 vessels dilate whereas the remaining vessels of the body

-39oonstrict.
there1s

8

There is a genera,l increase in peripheral rosistancevhl1e
reduction or no change in coronary resistance.

neither change 1s believed. to Wluence' th. other.
and, Lewis

In any e.''1ent,

ShUll.way, Gliedm.an

(162) have carried out coronsI7 perfusion experiments during

long per1o<r~

or

cardiac occlusion under hy"pothemia with rather set1a-

factory results.
The 'Work or Berne (130) has demonstrated chat the arterial pr~u,sure

decline in severe hypothe:nnia is not a manitestationol Iqocardial failure.
Setound that good pressure contours trOll the aorta, lett ventricle and

lett auricle were maintained even with'- extreme degrees of cooling, and.

that the contours did not show any of the characteristics of myocardial
failure during hypothermia.

'file str1k1!lg changes induced by hypothermia

were the marked prolongation of systole and of isometric relaxation.

The prolongation of the isometric relaxation phase or diastole 1n itself
does not interfere with ventricular tilling, since the beart rate is

,
~:A.tr.emelT

-

slow duringh7Potbermia.

-

It, however,' ,the '-Tau 1. mo4erately

>

increased by artificial stimulation, Berne found that the exten4.-e<t
period of iSOJIetric relaxat.ion assumed major importance, as total

diastole 1s reduced to a greeter extent than is isometric relaxation.
In this manner ventricular filling-time is shortened and atrialcontract1on
does not contribute to ventricular filling, since atrial systole occurs,
while the A-V valves are still closed.

Trautwein and Dudel (163) have studied the action potent.!81 and

••chanograms of the cat papillsl7 muscle
Their studT is

or

8S

a function of temperature.

particular interest because it is directly related

to an important experimental observation which will be reported in
this paper.

They found that

8.

the temperature decreased from ,~ to

2500. the papilla" llu8ele showed an increaa. in the . .plitude

or

meehanogram..Th1. increase 'Was believed to be an Werent part

rauscle

~C8

the

ot the

and. was always present, even when the preparation waa

driven over a wide range or frequencies.

Garb 8,M SOOnabine (164)

have recently shown that with the isolated cat papillary muscle orep-

aration there waa greater utilisation o,t glucose at 2",">0. than at
3?"C.

This greater glucose utili ••tion was recognized

8S'

an increase

in the contractile force of the 8ubstrate-deplated P4pilla1'7 muscle, at
2~C.
~

SelJaan and Brotraan (165) in studying the effect of coronary
occlusion in hypothermic dog Sot reported that the DlOrtality rate in
the n,.pot,herm1c animal was 100 percent as compared to 50 per cent
in control notTaotherm1c animals. St.ephens, DeRi...r and. Wexler (166)
have stu'died

.

the~8.

of an artificial pac..aker during h7p0tbena1a aDd

have fou.nd that if the rate is reduced proportionately, dogs

aaintained down to temperatures of

UOC.

c~

be'

Berne (167) bas shown that

during art1.ticial accelerat-ion otthe coo1ed heart,

COl'OAaI7

blood

floW' may b,e reduced as a result of the proportionately long period ot

extravascular Co.pression, and wUl indirect17 precipitate ..,.entrleul.ar
fibrillation.

Wiggers (is?) haa presented evidence which indicates

that the major colltrributing factor to corona"I7 tlow is ventricular
contraction or compression.

This will obviously neec1 further 1nvest1-

gation, since the basic concept is in conflict with the presently
accepted theories on the role of ventricular compression in coronary flow.

~

...

-

It 1. knowntbat a reduction in tarnperatllre will reduce the
·speed of chemical reaction., ••pecially thosewhleb are eata17zed.
Metabolio procasse8 ·are generally considered examples of catalTsed

chemical res.ct.'ionl.

It foilo"., then ,that 11 reduction in the body

t.emperatuN of any ao1_1 will result in changes in almost all the
chemioal reactione of the animal body·.

Hypoth~rmia

quntltati Te and e ven qualitative chemical

ch8n~ea,

produces distinet
as vellas

,..t.. of ",aniul

poasibl. atru.ctural changes in aU tIt•. :org. . .
body'.

It 1s the objee'l1ve ot this atu(v to present data on
of ..ae

ot the changes observed

th~

nature

ill the physiology of the ftypothemic

heart, as well·as data on the actions of clinlc.;lly .seful cardio-

vascular d.ru.g.

88

they are af,fected. by appreciable reductions in

body- tempersture ot the. bost animal.

This investigation differs trom those previously undertaken to
determine the effects

or

cold on the heart of the. intact animal and.·

isolated heart in th.at a direct method of m.easuring changes in: ,the
contractile .runction of the heart 'Was employed.
sents some 1nfonnation on, the influence

or

The study also pre-

extra-cardiac factors

upon changes in the contractile meehanismlof the heart.

Previous

studies have been conduct~d with methods ~hich provided only indirect information concerning the function

or

the myocardium end

which, or necessity, were greatl.;.'r influenced by secondary peripheral

va.8cular changes.
As stated in the literature review there is general recognition

. -42-

-43and agreement on the following cardiovascular changes during relatileJ,z

Then 1. m.aJ"ked reduction in heart rate, blood

gae2 hypothermia.

pressu.re, 98rdiac oxygen consumptl0.n,. stroke volume,.

and cardiac output.

stro~e

work

One functionsl change has not been generally

recognieed, however, and this is that there is a steady increase in

the force

or

the myocardial contre.ct1on during reduction in body

temperature to about 2800.

This is followed bya gradual decreasf;

1n foree to a point equ,l to nonaotnerm.ic val..ues
. J

2400_

:

'

at approxiaately

.. ;

-.,.:-::,

Below 2400.. the contractile torce decre.ses rather rapidly.

This 113 an extremely interesting pbJrslo1os1cal change.

portion

.r

£l'he first

this stud7 will presellt 'at. relative to the characteristics

and source of this increase. in the .force of the myocardial contraction
as well

8&

sec:ondsry factors lfhieh raay influence the change in force.

'>

The experimental oper'attns 'prGce4\lre 1ft
was essentiallY th. S8me.

_at

dog es;periaent.

All dogs were anesthetize4with pen\e..
~'.

barb!tal sodiua )0

l'Ig.

/l.g.

I. V., and pla.eed. under ])Os1 ti ve pressure

artificial respiration with 100 per cent commercial Qx;rgen and good

ventilation.
gauge arcb

~:'

Heart contractile toree was measured with the strain
previously described by Boniface, Brodie and Walton

(168), and Walton

.!i 11. (169 , 170).

Arterial pre 8St1re was determ.1ned

with • Statham transducer either by means

or

an indwelling polyethylene

tubing placed in the femoral artery or by canulation

or

th~

lett.

carotid art·ery with a steel tube placed so that the orifice was in
the arcb of the aorta.

Administration

or

drugs was made by means

-44- .

• t an indwelling polyethylene tu'biDg placed either in the femoral vein,
the right external jugular vein. or in t.he upper thoracic aorta

via the tetaOral arter:y or lett caratid artery.

Heart torce ad

femoral arterial or aortic pressure • ere recorded aynchronoualy on
a double dhannel or m.ultl--channel Brush recording oscillograph.

Electrocardiograph tracings were made in

will be described belo'W.
a number

or

These

the experiments tram a standard precordial lead.

Dogs u$ed in chronic experiJaellte

we"- at'bj. .ted .to. bTpotbemia

on the second po-.i)Operative dq following surgical attachment of the
strain gaug,e arch on the right ventricle a. previously described by
Walton"

!1" .!!.

A period of three to fiye days was allowed

(169),

to elapse before further h7pothermia experiments were carried out.
lfere~·~u.ed

Most dogs in thts series

tldce aDd some were used three

times .. before the insulation on the lead wire. of the strain gauge

arch were deetreyed and

ff

Acut. .xpel'iments in open-

shorted out.. tf

chest dogs were prrled out as previou.ly described by Waltonet
8_1. (l69) and were' completed in a single day' 8 experiment.

dogs were placed in an

insulClted~

ature recorded by means of
sigmoid colon.

Th.·

refrigeretedbox and the temper-

2. merC-U~J

bulb thermoaeter insert.ed to the

In the initial eEperiments the body temperature waa

lowered b> m.ean. ot ai;r cooling too 250C~ within a period ot one ard
one-halt" to two hours.

In subsequent experiaent.s ldth improved

air cooling techniques body te,mpe.ratu.t'e trias lowered to

a period of forty-rive to sixty minutes.

2~C.

within

Shiv-aring 'Was completely

controlled and prevented with pentobarbital anesthesia in all experiments.
In chronically prepared dogs 8.00 in a

r,~:w

acute experiments, household

-45heating pads were used to rewarm. the animals and to raise the bodJr
temperature to normal l1l!d.ts ag.Bin.Drugs were administered by
rapid injection at normal body temperature and at frequent intervals
down to 200 to 2~C.

Some drugs were administered by intravenous

infusion at a constant rate.
drug in all experiments.

Norepinephrine was used as a standard

By "standard drug" it is meant that nor--

epinephrine was used as ao indication

or

the responsiveness

or

the

circulatJol7 system and qocard1UDl to various form.o! 8timu~at1on and
depression.

It was administered in a dose

or

l1'/Kg_,'·of body weight.

PHYSIOLffiY OF INCREASED HH:AR r CONTftACfrILE t*'OF:..CE DURING
1

HYPOTffi~IA

1. General Physiolog1calChangee
In the introduction to this section it was stated that there was
general agreement among all inveet-1gators on the changes of several
CO~1lOn

cardiova-seulsr function.

durin.g~thenrla.

The results of our

studies were~essentially t,he Senne as those previously :reported. in

ths.t there was marked reduction in heart rate and blood pressure.
At the same time, it 'Wes observed that the heart contractile force
as measured with the strain gauge arch exhibited an initial, gradual
increase with a peak response occuring at sbout 2SoC.

Thereafter

the torce decreased until it reached equivalent normQthermlc values
at about 24°C., and below 24°0. the torce usuallY' tell rether rapidly.
A. typical experiment with the respective changes in contractile. torce

and arterial blOQd pressure is s-hownin Figure 1. while Table I
8WlJD.arizes the results of all experiments showing eom:parable changes

-46in heart rate. blood pressure and heart contractile force at,

)10 J '280,

2JO.

31;

and 22"C.

!.) ~rfect . 2t~. qOht:l on

s.t .rain

Gauge

Arch

Recording 51st. .

In an effort to detel'llline if the changes in tern-perat.ure in these

experiment. infiuenced

in any 'Way the physical reeording systera used,

• series ofeXperim.ents 'Was eerried out to determine. what, if 8117,
infiu·ence cold per.e

bad on the strain ga.uge arch.

arch was pleced 1n t;,h •. r~frl..ge:r8ted, oox.uaed to
and was ca11br€;ted over a tempf!rature range

A strain gauge

co~l. t~e

or 'wOe.

animals

to -tfC.The

strain gauge arch 'Was ca,librated in the manner previously described

-

by Walton et .-..a1. (169).' The results are shown in Table II and indieate that within the temperature range of these experiments the

strain gauge arch rt}coraa in a linear fashion and with no change or

decr"!Ase in the sensitivity of the recording system.
a-tures of

-SOC.

t.he sensitivity-

by approximately

b) Intlyenc e

.at

~-lO

At temper-

ot the strain gen.tge arch is redu.ced

percent.

Temper~tY.l1!

on

-t.he CS)llr\ ract 1lew ~~oree

.2! 1h.t 1,ol.tet1

Rabbit Heart.
ThtIJre seemed to be little doubt that the observation of the

increased contractile force in the intact dog durl.ng hypoth-,rmia was
a valid phenon:u,q;; ..This belio! was further strenthened by reports

.

on.

in tbe literature that sindlar observations haTe beon m.ade in other
preparations such as the isolated cat papillar.r muscle by Trautweia
and Dudel (16,3), turtle ventricle by Cattell and 1~dward8 (171) and

dog hearl-lung preparation by Patterson, Piper and Starling .(172).
It was

d~c1ded ..

however, that a

f~'W

experiments using pfl!rfused,

-47isolated rabbit he a-rt s and the same techniques and equipm.ent used in
our intact dog studies, would enhance our position.

Consequently,

this plan was carried out.
Materials and Ket.h24!;
The perfusion apparatu8 used in the experiments was standard

heart perfusion equiIJfllent used in the student laboratory.

The animals

used were of either sex and the heart was removed in the following
manner.

The anima·l reoeived a' single sharp blow at

skull with a short

piec~

ot pipe or a hamller,

~b.\

ba ••

ot the

The external jugular

vein;",; and external carotid arteries were quickly- severed and the
animal bled tor

B

few 8ecoMe.

The animal was then placed on his back,

the cheat. cant,. opened and the heart quickl:r removed to an evapor-

ating dish ",ith tiara (,,,,C.) Ringer Locke solution.

Tbe heart was

then transferTed to the perfusion canula and attaehed via the aorta.

Pertua:t.on fluid. flow we. i.-me41atel,y st.arted.
stabilization
hyPO-needle

or -=the

styl~

Within a few minutes

beating hearloccurred. and a hook made from a

was attached to the apex or the heart which in

turn 'W'es attached to a strain gauge arch.

Rapldit,. in removing the

heart and attaching it to 'the canula is one essential for an active.,
durable p"paration.

An sttempt was made to complete tbe entire

procedure' in .not more than sixt,y seconds.
st.abilization, the temperat,ure

reduced.

or

After a second period 01

the perfusing fluid was gradually

Once hypot.hermic levels of 22'l to 24°0.

perfUsing fluid was heated and the
to normothermic levels.

terrlper8tur~

were reached_the

ot the heart returned

Repeated experiments on the SBme he-art can

often be mede and were in several instances.

-48-

or the beart W81 judg$d to be the mean value of
and .r the fluid within the right "f'entriele. In

The temperature
the pertutting fluid

all cases these two temperatures 'Were within two degrees CentlgHde of

each other and were believed to give atalrly :relis'hie indication 01

the- temperature of the myocardial muscle m.ass.

the

pertus1o~

The tem.perature of

fluid wlS measured with a mercury bulb thermometer

placed in the perfusion fiuid contained in the constant temp!!rature bath.
The temperature in the right ..entricle was .ea.sared nth". Tbennister
thermometer.

The senaitiw tip was plaoed in the ventricular cavitT

by passing it through the opening

or

the caval oritice and passing

it through the atrium. into tbe ventricul;.ar eavity.

Result.!
v

The results of these experiments are

~ivetl

1n Table Ill.

Typical changes in heart contractile force and heart rete are shoWft
in Figure 2. . Th.se results show that torce ot

eontrac~i••

of the

isolated rabbi? heart increases rather IIl8rkedljr with the rall 1ft
temperature to hy'pothennlele....l..

Tlles8 results, coupled with

result. in the intact animal show ratberconcl1lsive17 that the heart
doe. exh1h1t • period

or

increased contractile force during progressive

hypothermia."

c) Time Relation.ships 2.lMechanical Eve.nts y! ~~t:d1lft~ Czele Qur1ns

Hzpotbermia
In an effort to determine the time relationship between various

mechanical events in the cardiac cycle and their correlation, if any,
with the increase in beertcontr?ctile force during hypothermia,

Ii

series of experiments 'Were earried out which involved high speed
reOQrdings of the heart con\ract11etorce and aortic pressure curve

.axperiarent.. ot myooardial f\u1ction during b7pothernda have

contours.

been carried out bY' Berne (1)0).

Hie studi. . , included aortic prea8'tl"

.....

cun.. .a ·well as atrial pressure.

Our studies were eimilar to t,hose

orieme except that we recorded ventricular contractile! oree ira

place of intraventricular pressure.

contractile toree or tension as an index ot the workingcapaeityo!
the muscle_ which i8 directly

aT.tem..

·r~'lated

to tbe energy developed by the

Tbi. iaaot mufti, to i.ply, b&wever, that all the.nero of

the qatem is to be found •• developed tea.1on (oontractile foree) ~
but on17 tbat 1n an 1801Htrio coll\ract1G. j developed tension i$ a

••• sur-able· quant.lt,7J eabodyiq • major portion of available· enerO'.

Ext.r.ul woric. 011

~4other

hand, itllot • m.eaeurabl. quantity under

theeOAditl.olUl ~ these experilllents.

Therefore. it 18 beUeYedtha'

time studies of contractile fore. may 8.1 ve 80_ index

or the. state

of

tbe contraetile mechanism otthe rqocardiwa.•

M.ethod,

e

Ha~erlals

Hale and female dogs were ueed in these expeM.utents.
were prepared. .ad an••thetized

88

previoue17 described.

They

Measurellents

of left heart con:t.ract11e force and aortic pressure contour curves
were ade at nonaot.he :-m1c temperature. and at hypothermic temperature

levels.

Higb speed, synchronous recordings lIere m.ade with 8 Brush

Oacillograph.

All ot.her procedures and measurements were Blade

1-n

8

-manner previously described.

Results:
ASUlUt8ry of the result.s

Tabl,. IV.

Front a

~-tudy

or

these experiments 18 given in

of th., time relationship of the various elements

""

in the cardiac cycle,it can bft: seen that there is a rather m.arked
increase in all factors.

These results are iness-entialagreement with

those otBem.,(~JO) although he carried the t._perature to 20°C.
lIthere•• these exper1aents werecarriod. -only to
111u8trat~.

250~C.

Figure:3

tYpical progressive changes in aortic pressure and

heart contractile toree with deerea,ing taperature.
At bypothermic temperatures of

aSOc.

the tint. of isometric

contraction increased. 2.0 times, iSQtone contraction 3.3 times,

iSOB\etric relaxation 4.0 times, totals1stole 3.0 times and total
diastole

4.~

times.

These figures show that during hypothermia th8

tim. tor cOUlpletioa of 1eomet-rlc relaxation and of diastole are much
greater than t1te time for myocardial contraction and qstole.

It is

of int"rsst to not. that isometric contractile force at 2tj'C ~. in

-

the.e exper1Jaents decreased by 30 per cent,_ .while total contractile

force decreased by 9 per cent.

No explanation call be offered tor

these changes.
2. Po••ible Seconda17 Factors Involved in Increased Heart

Contractile Force during Hypotbertnia
a)

B1QQd El?ineehrin.

.ad

Norepine»hrine

In attempting to determine the basis of the increase in the
force of the ventricular contraction during progressive hypothermia,

-51one

or

the possible contributing factors might be an increase in adrenal

lledulla17 secretion of epinephrine and norepinephrine.

Several

i.nvestigators have shown by biological assai methods that such
phenomenon does ocour during reduction of body tt't-'1lpe :tature •

8

The

.....

88S87

'"

methods used in previous studies 'Were not velY accurate pro-

cedures, and only large changes in circulating total epinephrine
could be detected.

With the introduction ot chemical methods ot

epinephrine assay the problem of deteoting

._11

yet .1gniticaft't

increase. 1n circulating blood epinephrine has been largely overcome.
An improved chemical

fluor~:iJneiJ!'1o

assay method has been developed

in this laboratory by Richardson!!!:.!!.. (173) and Richardson,
Richardson and Brodie (174) and was used to detect moderate
changes in the circulating blood epinephrine during progressive
bypothem1a. .

Kateriale and X.thode:
t · · · _

I.·

Male and :female doge 'Were used in these experim.ents.
~ere

They

prepared and anesthetized in the manner described in the

section on Standard Methods.

Arterial blood samples were used for

determination of eireulating blood epinephrine.

Strain gauge arches

'Were attacb·eel to the right 'V'entricle and aortic blood pressures were
.\

recorded.

made at

Control blood i,)resaure and heart force m.easurements were

3?OC.

body temperature.

A control blood epinephrine sample

was then dravn and the dog cooled in the usual manner.
were also draw at . bod,.. temperature levels

or )ooe.

to

Blood samples

2cfc.

and

2ft to 24°C. t-o correspond with the periods of a typical maximum.

-52increase io heart foree and subseqlAut return towards
values.

no~othermic

In two experiments in which ventricular fibrillation occurred,

a blood. 'am.ole ",as immediately dr811Q1 to dete·rmine the blood epinephrine
level' at the time of "fibrillation.
Re~lt!: "\

The results of changes in h.eart rorce and circulating blo-od

epinephrine are presented in Table V~

These resultl show that there

1. an increas. in total blood- epinephrine w!U.chparellels the increaae
The value for total blood epinephrine is given

in contractile force.

in -I/l. ot plasma, as well aa the tractional amounte ot epinephrine

and norepinephrine.

In two of these experiDumts, in which the dags

were eooled until ventricular tibrillati·on occurred, there 'Was a
significantri(.ulJ in total blood e'pinephrine at the time of fibrillation.

There was a180 an increase in contractile force corresponding to the
ri •• 10 blood epinephrine.

These

exper.LJlemt.s

sr. shown in Figure 4.

These results illdicate that adrenal medullary secretiona

ot

epinephrine

DUlY contribute to the increase in force see-nduring hypothermia, a.nd
aay

also contribute to ventricular fibrillation, although it certainly

is not a primalYcause.

b) Heart Size Changes
One of the elassic wa78 for the heart to increase the force at

ita contraction 18 the application ot Starling's law.

It seemed,

thereto.re, necess817 to carry out a study in an attempt to see!!
the 'heart size was in tect increasing.
the diaato11c fiber

l~ngth

An appreciable increase in

of the heart would partly, if not almost

...53wholly. explain the obaertMd increase in contractile foree.
Material.

~

Methodtl

Hal. and female dogs were used in these experiments.

TbeY'

were prepared and anesthetized following the procedure previously
outlined

f:o obtain measurements of aortic blood. pressure and ventri-

euler contractile toree.

Changes in diastolic fiber length were

determ.iaed with a Cufihneylever attaohed to tnt.': heart through

midstemal

exposure~

The tixed am

or

8

tho l.'ve'r was atJ".ached to the

tight ventricular border adjacent to the right auricle while the
movable arm. of the lever was attached to the anterior surface of
the lett, ventricle close to the intraventrieulsr septum.

a pulley system on the lever supporting bar,

attacned to a

~iting

8

light thread wa.

lever outside the cooling bOx and a reoQrding

of the stroke 8Inplitude and. changes in disstolic

aad. on a alaOked
exeur$ion of

By mean.. of

drwa~rapb.

the~e.rt. l~ver

flberler~th

was

'rbe. ratio of the ampJ4:t.udeot the

to the lV'ooardial tiber length at tb.

points ot attachment was determined by the m.ethod «1ven by Walton

--

et al.(169).

In this manner changes in diastolic fiber lengt.h

could be calculated.
Results'
Mea8urements of contractile force were made froll either the
right ventricle or the lett ventricle.

'The changes in diastolic

fiber length, beart force, and amplitude of contraction are given

inl'able VI and Figure 5.

These recorde show that there 18 a

consistent increase in the force of contraction tor both left and

-54right ventricles and that the fiber length does not eha.nge but r-a1ns

at essentially control valu...

fbi.s m.ans that the heart force increase

as· oD8ervecl ia not due to Ste.rlillg t sLaw,
diestolie fiber length.

!.!..,

an increase in initia.l

The records also shew that the a?jJplitude ot

....

contraction deereaa.a progressively 1tlith cooling.
that under

co~tiQn8

This m.ea.oB, then,

of hTPotherrna changes in stroke work of the

heart (g,troke' "volume X bea.rt rate calculated in gra.JI meters per
minute)

do not parallel changes in

contraetion.

the

farce of the .....tricular

A.t normal body temperature atroke work values have been

used to indicate the state ot myocardial act! rlty-.
however, stroke work appears not to give

~

During hypothermia.

tme iRdication of myo-

cardial activity.
0) Sz:!Ratqetic Block
In order to lu,sess the influence of sympathetic activity on the
heart and cont-ractile t'orce duringhypethermia, a serl.esof experiments

was carried out t. determine if the inere3se in heart foree could be

abolished or influenced following removal of

8ympath~t1c

control of

the heart.

It is known that stimulation of

sympath~t1c

tibers results in

an accelersted heart rate .. a diminution et A-V conduction time, a
shortening of the refractory period and me·ehanical a.nd electrical
systole, and an increase in the automaticity ot all normally non-

pacemaking tissues.

Thesrmpathetie nerves also exercise an inotropic

actlonupon the heart.

In

normotht~~'mic,

totally sympathectottdzed dogs,

this nerve interruption is reeogni'zed in the persistently slow heart.

-55rate and the e:nhaneed vagal tone following removal of the stellat..

ga,n,glia.

A major eonsequertceetsym:pathet1e removal 1s the

inc~ae.d

responMot the denervated structure·. to neurohermenes and ether
substances in the blood.

This 1s known to be especially true for

c1rculattng endogenou8 and exogenous epinephrine.

Kale and female dogs were used in these experi!nents.

were aneatne'tized with pentobarb1ta1 sodlwa 30
we:ight.

Sympathetic block

Bunker and Beecher (175).

",8'8

q-./ 1&.

They

ot bod7

achieved by the t.echnique of Brewster,

Brierly, this involved oarrying out a

low lwabaF lamineotcml7 at the beginning ?f the experiment.

Four

po17ethylene catheters ",ere then introduced into the epidural space
so that tbeir ti.ps lay at the levels of the first # fifth and ninth

thoracic

8pi~ous

processes, and at the first sacral level, to insure

un1to;rJI and complete distribution of the proeaine solution
epidural apace.

~

throug~,

the

Ten co. &f O. S pe,. cent procai.e hydrochloride we're

injected through oach catheter every 15 minutes tor 45 minutes, and
therearter evsry )0 minutes to insure maintenance of a continuous
\0\a1 sympathetic block. '

Following the insertion of the catheters, the dog wae prepared
in the usual manner t-o obtain aortie blood pre.8sure end right or 1efi
ventricular contraotile force.

Control values for force and blood.

preS8urewere obtained., and then the block proo·ed.ure as outlined

above was initiated.. COOlpleteness

or

the sym.pathette bloc·k 'Was

d.et.,errained by" the stAbility am constancy of heart rate and heart

-56force which, in the well-blocked normothermic animal, tailed to rise
at any time above the level lMhlch 1t had reached following the block.
The pulse rate during the initial phase of the block fell quite
rapidly to a level which rem.ained constant at normal temperature.
c

Other i.ndi e'1ltions or effective total syt'!'lpathetle block were the

f.ilure

or

the heart rate to increase when the animals were stimulated

by the pressure of procaine solution injected into the epidural space,

and absence

or

a vasoconstrictor respone·e following stimulation of

the peripheral and central nervous eyst.e by injection ot the procaine
solu~lon

into the epidural space.

Arter total sympathetic block was 8.chleved and control values

ot heart foro. and blood pres8l1re were obtained in the blocked animal,
hypotherrai& was started and continuous recordings 'Were made throughout
the experiment.

Results:
wn

The

result8~t

these experiltlents are outlined in Table VII,. 'While

Figure 6 illustrates the couree

or

a typical experiment.

These"

results show that following total sympathetic block the percentage
torce increase resulting from hypothermia was greater t·han in the nonblocked animal.

Thus, the increase in oontra.ctile force observed during

hypothermia is notnormslly due to increased sympathet.1e 8,ctlvity.

In

fect, :following total chemical sympathectollQ" it is apparent ths.t the
release of tonic control of the hes-rt, by the sJUBpathetic nerves and
the increased sensitivity

or

the denervated heart lead to a greater

percelltags force increase in the blocked animal than in the non-bloeked

aniul.

-57It has been reported by- Goldberg (176) that foll.owing total.
chemical sympathetctom;y t.he

1nc~dence

of ventricular f1bril1ation

during hTPotherm1a was greatly increased.

In these experiments no

such conslstent change in either 'Lhe incidence nor tem:perature

ot the'onset of ventricular fibrillation was observed.
et

.!l.

R.iberi

(121), however, have report.ed a decrease in ventricular

fibrillation following surgical sym.pathectomy in the hypothermic
dog.

Blood epinephrine determinations were made in three

experi.ments.

In no ease was there

8

or

these

greater amount o:f circulating

epinephrine in blocked dogs than in non-blocked dogs to account

tor the greater

iner~.ase

in force.

The results are given 1nTable Viii and show 'that. the total17

blocked, chem.1.ca11,.

sympBtbeetQm1z~d

hypothermic anima!.. exhibited a

slight1;y Blllaller increase in total circulating epinephrine

comnered
to th.e
~
...

~therm1o
~v¥v

non-blocked ailiaals.

85

It has been ehown

prev:lously, how&ver, that. sympathetic block produces a decrease l.n
adrena1 aedu11ary act-tnty in the normoth·ermic anima!..

. ~.!l.

(173)

Richard.on

have repo~ted that p$ntobarbltal anesthe8~a also

produces a decrease in adrenal medullary- activity.
d)

ReS21r!t~q;:l

Variations

The lnfiuence of respiration upon the physiology of hypothenn1a
hilS

been well established.

It is felt by m.ost el1.n1ca1 investigators

that there is an idea1 resptrator.y proce.dure whichehould be followed

during hypothermia in order to achieve the maximum benertts with a

minialUR of detrimenta1

ef~ects.

The obvious quest10n then is: what

-58is the ideal respiratory- prooedure?

To date, there is none that

m.eets with general agreement among all investigators.

There seem,s to

be no doubt, though, that certain respiratory changes, if they occur,
will contribute greatly to spoor prognosis for an uneventful recovery.
RespiratQry acidosis, especially during hypothermia seems not only
~

to hasten the

ons~t

of ventricular fibrillation, but also to

the incidence of fibrillation in general.

Respir~tory

incr~ase

alkalosis has

likfrdse been implicated, but here the degree of alkalosis m.ust be of

a greater magnitude than the

d.~atiQn 01\

it causes an increase in the incidence

the aeidcti'c ,side betore

ot fibrillation.

Various

techniques and procedures have been suggested tor clinical application and, all appear tobave Bome merit ..

In the present study, however, it,was desired to find out if
respiratory variation

or

tidal volume rright be contributory to the

changes in h'earl contractUe force observed during hypothermia.

The

following brier studT was made to deteradne it 'urked changes in
~

respiratoI7 tidal volume would influence our results.

Methods and
I

Ks~t_e_r_i_a_l-.s:

_ _

Kale and tsale dogs were used in these experiments.

They were

prepared and anesthetized in the mann.er previously described.

neterudn-

at10ns ot a·ctrtic lllood pressure and right ventricular contractile force
'were carried Ollt.

In 811 previou8 experiments lOOper cent eomm.ercial

oxygen under posit. . ! ve pressure,

~t

a const.ant rate, and with good

ventilation was used during the entlreexperiment.al procedure.

In

the following experiments, however, the only variation was to alternate
the degree

or

ventilation between the extr·emes of hypo- and hyper-ventil·

-s'J.at1oa.:

Specifically j good or-

adeqfla~.

veatilat10n was equivalent

to • tidal volUBle of 0.40() l1t.enper m1Rute.

HypoventUatlon 'Wa.

equival·eat, to • ·t·1.1 volUllle of 0.187 litera per lI1aute, whUe

h7per-ventilltion. waaequivaleni# toe tidal volurae .1 O. SOO

~ters

per lIinute...... In tllis way 1" .a. po-.tllll. to detendne what , i t any J.
intluence yariatiotts in respiration might have on the changes in

he.art cotltractile force.

All .n1a.als werec·arrled

Ql1

adequate ve·nti..

la-tloll (0.400 Ute" 'per 1I11l1lt.l \0 t_p.r.~urea.t,)Ooc."

at. which

tim- the degree of ventilatioD •• s altemat.e17 shitted at ten minute

intervale to b1Po-, b..Yper. and adequate vent.ilat1oll while the bod;)"

teaperature eont11luecl to tall.

.Each ten. minute interval was equal

to • 2°C. fall in body temperature.

No effort was made to carry·'>,."

out blood gas stu·die. on thes·eanimale, nor was any atterapt made to
determ1nesb1tt,8 in blood pHvalu8s.
§e8'f:1t!:

The proceduJie ot tbese experiments was such that the results
cannot be sbown in a composite ta<ble.

Suffice it to say that 8'11

experiments were similar in nature and degree of observed beart for·ce
ohanges.

The results ot one experiment s're S,1ven in Table II whUe

Bigure 7 illustrates changes in
are typical

or

8,

t1})ieal experiment.

These results

the six experintents executed and show that at temper-

atures ot 300C. and below, hypovent.ilation ca.used a decrease in heart

toree.

These result. did not appear to influence the general trend

t . .;rd.an~increa8e in heart force with lowering of bodJr temperature

to 300 to 2Soe ~

tollowed b7 the gradual re~urn to control values in

the ne1ghborhood

or

24OC.

It was evident., however, that lUrked

variations in ventilatS.on eould aDd do - influence the degree

force ehang•• during b7pothermia.

ot heart

It should be noted, though. that

the shifts intorce cbanges were opposite to those .een at' nolmal

temper8tu~e levels.

It has been pointed. out by Brown (177) that

following nonaothentd.c hyperventIlation there is a tall in arterial
blood pressure.

Reeults from this laborato:ry also indicate that there

is uftall7 a corresponding decn••• irt -hean

tore'. 1rith~ma'rked'

normothermic hyperveatl1atio'n., Thus" it 'WOuld appear that respiratory

changes will .affect 'not only the quantitative heart force changes of
hypothermia, but will also bring about

qu~litat1ve

changea.

3. Other Changes in Cardiovascular Dynamics
a) Viscositl Q.han!~".
Th~

be

&

influence or increased viscosity

or

blood mayor may not

signiticant contributing tactor to change. in lI70cardial tunction

during bypotherm.!a.

It is doubtful. that increased blood viscosity at

temperature levels ot 3000. is sufticient to contribute to the increase
in 'contractile force observed at that t,emperature range.

It

~8.

however.

conceivable that at teniperature levels of 200 to ~C. and lower, increased
blood Yisc()sitT may play an important part. in myocardial function.

This

"\

Il87 be particularly" true in the work load

nuld volume

frOUl

or

ejecting a more viscou8

the ventricles or the beart aa well

more viscous blood in the peripheral circulation.

8S

in moving the

It is interesting

to note that-Gelin and LBrstrBm (178) obeerTed complete cessat,1on
capillary circulation at temperatures balow lSOC.

or

In their studies

-61theT showed that allarterial-venQus transfer of blood a,t temper-

atures below 180 0.

was aqe0l1pl1.hed b7 means

ot arterio-venous

shunts or anastomose ••

It is known that with decrea$ing
any fluid"''''system is increased.

in

maint8in~ng

temper~~ture

the viscosity

ot

This mean$ that if work is expended

a steady flow state in a fluid

~8tem

the energy involved

.ust of necessity increase in order to accompli:sh a given steady workoutput..

Such a eland! tion obvi·ously exist.s to a

~.rtain. :extent

within

the cardiovascular qateJa during 'hypothermia" although due to decreased

or maintaining

tissue oqgen demaDds the "'iIlOrk
decreased c01"re'spondingly.

circulation may be

Not only doe. the viscosity of blood

increase but also the viscosity within tho, myocardial tissue itself

18 known tG increase.
Liqu1da,suchas water, with sLllple molecular structure behave
in a predictable mannor under experimental conditions.

Bingham and

Roepke (179) an~P3pp~nheilHr and Haas (180) baTe sboltln that the more
complex the liquid or mixture, the more varied is its intermolecular
bonding and its behavior during flow.

4efine the fluid behavior, of a WJ77

It becom.es necessary then t.o

c~'nplex

mixture such a 8 blood

by com.paring it with 'W1.rter under the same conditions. Of the various
t"\

viseometers used.

e.x*H~irimenta.lly'

the Hess c8-pillary viscometer is

considered by Quimby and Cope (181) to be the best suited for blood
studies although the falling sphere viscometer and the Ostwald

cap111aI')" viscometer have also been used with fairly reliable results.
The Ostwald viscometer i

5

generally the most frequently

u8~d

)1"Jlle, and it oertain precautions are taken, aocurate )Jork can be

-62achieved with this viscometer.

Bull (182)

Ita'. pointed out that, the

kinetic flow e.rror. of two liquid,s in the Ost.wald t7pe tend to
cenQ~leach

a~

othttr and that th·.y are of appreciable magnitude only

very low pressures.

Jones end Stauffer (183) Bave d..emonetrated t,hat

the drainige error intlds type of viscometer ia n·egligib~. exce~
for verT 'Viseous liquids or for viscometers 'With very short times .of

outflow.

S-urface t.nsion effects have been shown by Bull (184) to

our e,xpe.riment8 a modified Ost.wald viscom.eter with aCoAstant pressure
was used in all determinations.

Hale and female dogs w!!!re used in these experiaenta., Blood

was drawn on the initial day of the experlment for the
viscosity etud7.

vitro

Determinations 'Were made on a single sample of

blood andplsSWl through the enti.re

t.~per.t\\re

ane.sthetised and prepared in the usual mar-ru,·r.
blood and plasma were used, for
point ( 380 t

1e.

35", 3r:fJ J

tb~

iJlnvp

2~'Jand 2ooC.).

raage

or

the

Separate samples

or

study at each tempera:ture

VenOu.8 blood 'Was used in all

experinlents and h$illatocrlt deteminations liIere made during both the
1.,.... \

!!!. vi trq and in vivt.1 experimentJs.
The viscosity was determined witb
viscom.eter of tbe Fenske t.ype.

Ii

lliodifie·d Ostwald capillary

Sinc,8 several different viscometer.

were used interchangeably they were calibrated with water at 20°C.
and standardized so as to account for any differences in the dimaeter

or

the bore and length oJ..' the capillax:y. For eacb determination 5 cc.

ot blood or pla8JU was delivered to the YisCoJJleter and thecorreet

amount drawn up into there••rvo1r bulb.

The fiuid. wa. then r-oreed

through the capillal'7' at a fairly high rate of ahea.r under a constant

preasuren.ad ot 105

Cl'I.

of fig.

Four determinations 'Were made at each

temperatd:re point and the mean value c·alculated.

Tbe variation between

individual d..terminations was letls than 2.5 per cent.

Precautions,

such .a at1rring and agitation. were taken to prevent settling of red
blood corpuscl...

Clott:i.ng was prevented with heparin which 'Was placed

in the withdrawal sy-ringe L"'l'an amount nee.ssa". to give a final concentratioD of $\)proxi.lu:tely four units

or

viscometer wae placed in a constant

t_~erat\lre

heparin per oc.

or

blood.

The

bath and all deteNin-

ationa were made 'Within the bath at the correct temperature level.
ld_
Results

The

spec~fic

viscosttr of whole blood relative to water as unity

wasdetemined on
.1.

AI "4Yi

and

is

n tN

8ap~.salld

is presented in r·able

"bole blood+spec1t1o viscosity increased. 57 pe;r- cent and 67 per cerrt,

respect1TelY. ss ·the temperature 'Was reduced trom 3SO to 2r:PC~
viscosity-ot plasma inoreased by 55 per cent tor both the

111

vitro experillents.

bet'Ween the

!!l

The

vivo and

There 'W-ere no ma.rlced. change. in hematocrit readings

two tyPe. ot experiments. The•• determinations bet'Ween
<'.' \

whole blood and pla... indicate that appro.x:1.mately 95 per cent and

8S per cent, r&spe.ctive17, of the

!B !ito

and

!a

liv~

viscosity

increases are du.e to increases in the "ri.scosit7 of the plasma alone.
It c·an be seen from a studT of Table I" tbat although the changes are

..an,

that the heaatocrit reading tor the initial T.iscos1ty determin-

ation ( J'fC.) in the !n. n.tro sample was greater than the hematocrit

-64reading in the

!!l

vivo 'sample ~t th ~ $,am:., temp.,reture( J",oC .. ).

Correspondingly, the viseo.IJi.ty

wa.s

It is 81so noteworthy that as the

greater in th., in vitro sample.

..n- vivo _hera8toarlt

though slightly,; the viscosity·>al80 inarl!:ssed.

rf~sulted

that the initial l{>wer· h0lll8t.ocri,t: Tdading

cosity and consequently a sllghtly
viscosity at lO1.ier

n t1::Fa

to the in

temp~ratur~s

great~r

'f'OT

the

It

.l!l

incre85~.

even

~uldal)pe8r

in a

low~r

vis-

pA!reentage increase in
vivo sample as compared

s4\!1\ple.

4. 018eussion
. One of the !!laiu

pa:ram~ters

of' Life .1s tentperaturt!.

It is

lmo-wn that tern:perature has a IJl.3rk8d infiuence on 'chafriicaland pby"s1eal

proeesse·s.

This

inrlu~nce

of t-smperature on ohemical

r~ctione

i8

eapeciaU'Y marked in c.&talyzed reactions or thos.e involving enssY'Dles.
In general,. an incre2se i.n temperature

cheaieal reaction" although

inc:r~ases

the

tb4.a1i-.>~I10~'£~neces$arily

v~locity

ot a

un! ve.rsally true.

For any giyttn set of 8XJ'erinlentaleond.1t1.0ftSi·t 1s J)O.8siale to
wha~t

find

is called an

greate~~t

the

ular

.~t

(or

8

ch~cal

otoonditiolls.

te4~')erature

istic.

amc,unt ':>f

optilll'\~~ tem.p~'r8ture

of

-n~r

enzyme

It 1s

or a

t~~rature

at Which

change is catalyzed under thst particg~ner811y

syst~'U

assumed thatche optimwl.

is a fixed and

unalter~ble

character-

This 1~' not n~cessarily true because a rise of temperature
fall intttmp-erature), has s dual eff~ct u.pon an enzyme-catalyzed

precess: it may incr-ease the rete of reaction, but. it a1so increases
the rate of thema1 inactivation Qf the catalyst itself.
if ,one 'Works

OVt4!r Ii

CQnsequ.entlJr,

period of a few seeonde, theopt1mum temperature

maJl be very high because the ca,talytle properties of tpe .,nzyme do

net .eedt.o be long llved.

It,

OIl

the othar hand# emt!t chooses. to

work over a period of ••Yeral minutes, a 1o'Wer opt,lmuDl temperature

will be ,"ouod becaus. the en.,.. must. now last tor a longer period
of 'time.

It follow., t.here:tore, that the t1m.e factor must be taken

int.o aCccuht when one ae,ek. to determine the optimuBl temperature

er

alQ" gtye ·eaqaeor cheaieal reaction, and that tim.e and telnperature

are interdependen.t Yariabl•••
What has this to do wi\b·· .xp.~tal b7p0tbeN1.7., It " ••
atated in the introduction ot thi. paper tbat

b1Pot.h~rm1a.

potential17 ya·lusbl. surgical technique whereby
duction 1ft body energy requirements, !,.!..,

8

wa. a

significant re-

metabollS11l and oxyge

requireaent.s Jai.gbt allew exclua10n of the hsart from tbecirculatlon
and thus pera1t.aDlOna other things. intracardiae surgery.

In the

Course ot studying the pbysiologic manifestations of hypothermia
where. tile body ~atur.. haa been reciu'led b7 ~OO to 26> C·., the
possible intlu8ft4,.e of temperat.ure upon the multitude of chemioal
aDd pbJ"sical. reaction. involved must be keptclearlJr in proper clocue
i.t one 18 to interpret. correctly' the changes ob.erved.

This 1.

parlle\llllr17 true tor the ·cardiovascular s7st_ and the heart itael:r J
and will b. <ii.ous sed belov.
~.~ \

Beedle_ to sq, • change in \empeNt,ure

or

emplo7ed in deepb;rpothena1a call attec't,many area.

physiological proce....

or

88

well as

the body and cardiovascular system.

of these contribute. to the net or total effect
course of aD. experilaent.

the magnitu.de

obser~ed

Each

during the

For lnstaRce. it 1s cODlDlonlT accepted that

-66the contraction pattern of the ventricles is determined by factors
that-affect the pbysiclogiccoi1d1tions of the heart muscle directly
and by those that act through change. in input and output loads.
These bave been outlined by Wiggers (185)

cMrrlc1ltnts.

as prim.ary and'second8I7

The primary coefficients are direct myoca.rdial effects

of local aet.abolltes, fatigue, abn'ormal ebemieal constituents
blood including drugs and hormoftea,eoronary dilation or

and alterations in . ."ou.btpul.e.~.

or

the

in8Urfieien~7

!broach th••• , \fte cardiac

at11lulation and depressiGft leproduced.

'he secondary' eoe.fr1eients

a.u.se alteratior1a in cardiac output· bym.odity1ng the diastolic tilling

or arterial resist.nce.
It should a1ao he realized that it 'Would be difficult to describe
the actions of the heart, particularly the recognized

patter:~~

or

increased oontractile force during hypothermia, without reference to

some theoJ7

.boll' tl'ae aeohatd... ot muaol.cont.ftc\1OD.

ls

Not only

it use1'ulto ha_ an hypothesis, 1t 18·in raet difficult to avoid
implying one in the interpretation of these experiment..

however, beyond the seope

or this

It is,

paper te present:in -any deta:l1 "

theory of ntuscle coa1:.raet'1oD, but suffice it to ••y that sOlle reter-

ence will be briefly made to accepted. theories .throughout this dis01.11,\

eus.ion.

It should he kept in mind that from the physical point

or'

vi.v, muac1e in general, and cardiae Muscle in particular, is all

.. engine1t which converts cbem.:leal ener&T into f4ecbanical work.
i8

an engine of a peculiar kind in that it operates by

MeeDS

It

of

reversible strains in a solid working subetance, but apsrt from this

...67difference it must obey t.he e8JU laws .a other power 07cl...

Pryor

(186) haa pointed thla out 1n hi. monograph on the 'ri.eaos1.t7 of

muscle.
Bigelow (9, 10.. 11) and Begnauer (12) 1ft much of their e81"17
work: ind1eateli that there was a gn:dual failure ot the heart.
JIleasu~d by

the reduced work output daring hypothermia.

8S

~Edw8rde(154) J

Swan (1'1), and Churchl11-Davideon ()2) 1ft their individual studies

reached sODlewhe.t .iJtd.lar eonelustona with- ;:regarfi'"to work out,puta.
Berne (130) indicated that whUe ~rk output .... decr•• aed there"••
no 1ntiieat1on at

:WOe.

contracting processell.

o.t myocardial impairment or failure of the.

In .ost

or

tbese studies ind:1reet m.ethods .'0:

v.reused to invest1ga·tetbe state of the cardiovAecu1ar _yst_.

In

our experiments we have used .. direct method of lie.suring ventricular
8otlv1t)".There is no doubt that the external 'Work output

o~

the .ea·rt

ia iDeriased . during hypothermia; work 1s defined in physics .s a forc·e
acting upon a body

\.0

bring about a displaoeMent that bafJ

parallel to the direction of the toree.

I~

8

COIIpOJlet\t

has be.n shown by Oot-t.n

(187) t.hat, generaU,., at normal temperatures the 1ndireet methods of
measuring cardiovascular work and ventricu,lar act1'Y1ty, as noted

above, give results which are pa.rallel to those indicated. by our
,

direct methods.

At hypothermic temperatures there ,is every indication

that our direct methods g1 ve

9

much truer picture of ventricular aet1v.1.t7

than the ind1reetmethods eORBonly employed.

In this sense, however,

.e are speaking ot the ventricular act1 v1ty and .,-ocardial contractile
activity and not the net work output of the heart in m.ov1ng a given

quantity of blood.

In ot.her words, we are not deaUng

~th

'Work in the

-68physical seRae but with tension

cban~ea.

The.. change. in t.enaion

indirectly deaer1be change. in the energy outpUt ot the musole under
~be

conditions ot tbeseexpe:riaeats.
It bas been deraonstrstf!d by several investigators that the

tensiotA developed by lIUscle 1. directly infiuenced by changes in
temperature.

One

or the

first suggestions ot such a

eh8ng~

was made by

Starling in some of his earl.,.v work on the beart-lung preperatlon.
Although no lI.ealJUrementaot teftaion as suob were·

and Starling state that

t~he

mad~j

PattersOll,Piper

."vigor" ot the contraction ot the heart

was inereased (172).

Cattell and Edwards (171) found that the~ tenslon developed by
the ventricle of the turtle heart increased bY' 29 per cent. when the

,&elllperature vaa lowered from. 210 to 100'0.

s...t..c,-arQi

190) has stated that the reaction

muscle develope tension 1s

by which

an equill'brium reaction dependent upon t.mperatul"8.

(lSS, 189,

Hajdu and

O'Sullivan (19\! have shcnm that contJ'8e~itmo1!· the intact frog sa!'tor.ius muscle has a temperature slope which can be demonstrated "either bT
electrical stimulation or by freezing and BUbse·quent thawing.

Hajdu

(192) has shown tbat two, such 9101'''$ ean beobt.ineo with the ".g
sartorius aJ1d t.tle: rat dlaphragnt 1lU8cle.

A downward slope

WB,.

obta,ined

at high tern:rl~raturea, art ascending elope at. lo\( t,~rat\1re., .Rd. a

plateau b.t"eeD the two slopes.

the same phenoaena on the
rabbit.

'arga (I", 194) haa demonstrated

~~ycel'Ol-ext.racted

psoas mueele of the

Traut.wein .ltd Dudel (163) have shown t.hat the electrica117

.tiDlulate<l isolated cat papillary muscle develop. a

increasing systolic

ten.ioft •• the temperature is lowered trom ,gO to l,.,C.

Garb and

SJ,-:hr~.b1n.

(164) have shown thattbe laouted eat papilla17 muscle

exhibits greater gluc;ose ut111'zation end increased contractile torce
at 2?OC. aa compared to 3~C.
These studies point to t.he teet that the contractile process

of all muscle probably bes a temperature coefficient.
(195) suggests that the contractile
units,

"au.tones~

m8tt~r

n
Szent-G:yorgyi.

of muscle is built of funetinal

and that the contraction 1s an flall or none equilibrium

reaction" of these But,oaes, ,dependent on tem.peratur,.

Buchtal anq

Knappeis (196) have shown that ~erte1n mechanical features of ntUseUlar

contraction are in accord with the assumption that the fiber is
built of sm.aller units contracting in such an "all or none lf fashion.

It must be kept in mind that m.u.sele is

8 V'f!ry

heterogeneous

tis8ue.Not only are there different kinds of muscle (smooth, heart
and ekeletel) but there is considerable varia.t1on in different muscles

of the , ... sort. within tbe same animal.

enco, also, in tht composition

or

There 16 con,lde,rable differ-

nrlous lItUsel•• aad in tbeg1&O!1Let...,-

muscle within the various body' muscles,

1. .1.,

or

tibers parallel to one

another, perpendicular toone another,. etc.
It has been 8uggeste~ by S.ent-Cy8ro1 (lSS) that muscle contraction is a spontaneous process whi eb p8 ral1els a drop of free' energy •

Free energy' betng, by definition, that amount of energy which can do
work; the most direct waT

or

test.ing the tree energy change 1s to

measure the total work doneet dirrerenttemperatures ( total 'Work 1s
intfl)nded to include both external work and internal 'Work).

This i .

done by measuring work by both the isotonic and isometric oontraction
method, where the work done i3 expressed in ealorie8.

n
Szent-Gyorgyi

-70tu.rth"T states that actomyosin is the contractile matter of muscle.
It contraction is ,to occur spontaneously whenever the ATP-lctomyoe1n

system is pre-aentin

8

suitable ionic environment, the system should

persist in the low-energy J stable contracted. state.

he has fO\tnd this to be true.

Experiment.a.l17

One of the m.ost important implication.

or his free energy theory is the thennooynamie reversibility of

contraction.

This means that the energy'spent by the single units in

contraction is a function of t&,llperature
.

Oil

which it depends in a

'

revere1ble way.

It should, thus, be possible to increase or decr:ease

the tension of the contracted muscle 801.11' by variation of the
temperature.

He has shown experimentally that this can be done in

Hill (197) has shown that the work done by the intact muscle
decreases as the speed of shortening increases.

Cett,ell and Edwards(198)

bave studied the effeotor internal muscle 'Viscosity on tbe speed of
shortening and have found that any alteration 1ft the 'Yiseosit:rm.u.st

alter the force exerted by the muscle.

They have found that with

increased muscle vi.oositT there ar'! no chen.ges in total

en~rgy

output,.

but simply' that a larger fraetion of it 1s degraded. into heat in

overcoming the increaa,edinternal friction.

RustuJ1er (199) suggests

.tl',,\

that a major factor in the cardiae adjustm.ents involved 1n StB,rlillg t 8 Law

may arise from neural and bumoral mechanisms which aet to alter the
heart rate and the distensibility and contractility
myocardium..

or

the

v~ntrlcular

Tbese factors tRay' virtually obscure the role of initial

length in cardiac control.

He pr'!!sents an Blternative law of the

-71heart in whioh the output is determ1ned by .everal factors.

AJI(Jng

these are the contractility- of the lI70eardium and lVocardial viscosity.
It should be eviden.t, therefore, that Dq"ocerd1al viscosity probablY'
plays an irnportant

pt~rt

in the fUnctioning of the ventricles t,;uring

hypothermil.
It is I:the

b~11ef

of this 1!>'riter that t. ne increase in contract.11e

force of the hypothermic rlog beert is

muscle tissue.

8

nstural characteristic of all

The technique used in our

essentially measures ehsngesin. tension

exp~rim.ents

develop~d 'by

under a given set of exreim.ental conditions.

that the observation of the

incr~asing

1s one which

a muscle mass

He feel, therefore,

forc·e is a v-slid one and not

an artitact produced by ternperature changes in our system ot measure-

menta.
The ll1ajor problem, therefore, appe8rs to be two-fold..
to account for the total energy- that is undoubtedly

increase in

hea~eontraetile

force during

tr1ret,

d~veloped

hypathe~a,

and

with the

8econd1T~

to account for the rel,;ti vely s11.ght increa.ae in heart contracttle
toree observed in

th~

intact animal as c(\mpared. to thfIJ epparentl:r

larger increases in heart contractile force observed in the isolated.
preparation.

It should be reali2ed at the outset that t·he answers
",

to these questions B're not known, but it is possible to present 8
..,8sonable hypothesis of what mal" b·e happening in the processes that

we are studying.

In true isometric contrsction tbere is,
shortening

by

definition, no external

ot the muscle, and consequently no external work is performed

-72bec.nae there is nodi.placement .t the qat_.
1s developed during iSQIletriecontraction.

tena10n the

.ero ot

should also

b~Maliz~d

Tens1on, however,

Witb'development;' of th1s

the system is largely dissipated as beat.

that the extemal 'Work pertormed

by

It

a muscle

during catltraetion is always less than the total 'Work done by the

contrnctile elements ot the musole.

Int~rnalwork

is done by the

contractile elements in stretching the noneontr8cting elastic:

components ot the system.

This 1s true in a:R isometric contr.gction

where no extemal work is aocoraplisned since there is no shortening ,
of the muscle, but shortening of the muscle as a whole is. not

necessary

pre~15ite

8

for internal work.

Assume thatgt normal

temperatur~3

the heart 1s working against

a rixe.d peripheral resistance a·no a fixed tntemal muscle resistance or
vis.co.ity.

At the same time, the efticiencyor the muscle is stable

with some loss· of energy 8S heat.

The free energy of the 5yst~,

or that energy \.vailsble for 'Work, is also st·able and fixed.
let us assume th2t the temperature of the system. is

lower~d.

low
"'!y doing

this the tree enero of our system i!ll immediately changed and the muscle
Cut now contract

extemal work.

with more torce, develop more tension, and do more
At the same time,

hOl'l$Ver,

the change in temperature

ot our system"'is also affecting other areas ot the animal
Peripheral resistance has
the muscle hss

b~gttn

beart to use more

b~gun

to increase; internal resistance of

to increase.

en~rgy

body.

Each of these changes causes the

in overcoming the resistance and accomplishing

a given amount of external work since heart rete has not changed yet.

-73The speed of contraction of the beart begins to change, but somewhat
later,.

Hill (200) has .bown that the slower a muscle shortens" the

longer its contraction has to be kept up to carry out a given extent

or

movement, and a longer-lasting coniractionmeans iIlOre energy used.

Thus, our system has been changed by lowering the temperature.
In so doing we have increased the energy available :for external work, but
by

l~:werirl,g

the te:nperature "We have alao changed many secondary factors

which can influence our system.", The seeoncisrTchanges would be those

characteristics

or

c8rdio-Y8Scular' function nomally studied, such 8S

arterial resistance, heart rate, oxygen

con5lL~ption,

venous return,

electrolyte changes and diastolic fiber length, to mention a few.
v

It is felt, however .. thst many of those factors do not produce the
same degree of influence on the function of the heart at hypotherm.ic

tfmlperatures that they do at normothel,nic
a time as all of these fa.ctors can be
another or in

va~ous

temp~rature5.

studi~d

Until such

independently of one

selected combinations, it will be impossible

to evaluate their infiuence on the contraction process, of muscle
alter,~d

terup~rature

change.

Neverlhe-

lese, it 18 apparent that Whereas the external l"fork of the

cardi~vas-

which will be independently

by

euler sy·stem. 13 decreased under conditions of hypothermia, fltotsllf

work is probabiY increased.

Part of this increase in total work

accomplished by the contracting system is evidenced by a period of

increase in developed tension during each contr{;ctile cycle.

Event-

uallJr, as the tempe "·ature of our system. is lowered still further,

the point of maximum erriciene,> is passed; the free energy available

-74lor work is again reduced, the contraetile
_levels

or

efficiency (,200 to

oeginsto tail until

proce8~

returns to normothermic

24OC. )" and soon thereafter

~ventu;all7

the process

-the muscle no longer contracta.

The second question that was presented was 'why the isolated

heart preparation shQuld develop an apparently greater contr'sctile

toree than the heart in the intact preparation.

This can probably

be explained by the tact that the isolated heart does not haye to

work against an increased peripnera:l reaist8JlCe as ,the. intact .heart.

'The viscosity of the perfusion riuid (Ringer-Locke) at any tem.perature i.considerably less than that of whole blood.

l'urthermore,

electrolyte changes do not occur nor are there Change.s in blood pH

which, take place in the isolated heart.

These DUljor factors, and

perhaps others, probably' allow for a greater display of increased
contractile force in the ie-olated heart than in the hesl·t of an

a ni M1 with an intact c1rcu.lat-ion.
It wae stated in the experimental section on the tiJae relat.ionships of mechanical events in the cardiac cycle that perhaps changes

in contractile force more nearly portray ahang8s in energy than in

work

or

the muscle.

The 'expe:'i.m.ents as they were executed did not

allow one to oalculate the energy developed by the musculsr syatera.
The results do augge'st# however, that at certain .hypothe;·-mie temper-

atures gr(!t.ter energy is either developed by the myocardium. or 18
more e.fticiently utilized than under similar conditions at nonaal

Hill (201)

has stated that ths speed at 'which a given muscle

-75baa to work 18 dictated by the rwtctlons it has to fulfil, that each
musel. 1. designed top max:i.DtuIa power and efficiency" 1n its important

range ot speed,and that these factors in turn are determined by the
intrinsic properties of the muscles or the biochemical and biophysical

of the muscular meehaniSll.
~

makings

He bas shown that the kinetl.

energy developed by a muscle depends on its lias. and the square ot

its velocity.

the raaJdmlull work which this muscle can do in a

contraction depends on ita 81ze, varying d1rect17 •• its voluae.
He also present.s data lndicating tbat at slower speeds a greater

torce can be developed with an expenditure ot less .nerg (200).
This in itself could contribute to the greater increase in force

and/or maintenanceot force at hypothennic telllperatures.
It has been shown by biological asssy methods ( l42, 14), 144)
that

8

reduet,ion in body temperat.ure will stimulate the adrenal

medulla to increaseuriced.l7 tbe output of epinephrin...
demonstrated that during

hypot~erm1a

and,

U8tng

We have

accurate ohemical

assa,- method., that th.ere 1s an increased adrenal .medullary output
of epinephrine and norepinephrine.

The ··calculated amount

ot such

increased activity ia of 'sufficient magnitude to account for much
of the

obse"~d

increase in ventrieular oont.ractile force· during

the initial stages of bTpothermia.

Attempts ha·ve been made to postulate trom. the relative amounts
of epinephrine and norepinephrine pres'e.nt the sequence of their

s;yathesis and the toxic properties of each to the myOcardiUlll.

such correlation can be deduced from our results.

No

In a sim.iler

-76BlaMer it cannot be stated with certainty whether the increase in e1rculating blood epinephrine and norepinephrine at the time

fibrillation was

I

ot ventricular

major contributing factor to the onset

or

fibrilla·t1on.

It does not seem likely to have been a major factor sinoe .lIlassive
'\

injections of either compound under our experilaental conditions l1sually
did not produce fibrillation.

Further study is, however, certainly

indicated.
The tact tbat heart. s1z"e did riot increase du~ hypothermia

or

indicates that t.he starling h7potbesi8 tor increasing tbe f.orce
ventricular contraction did not occur.

It 15

or

interest to note,

however, that systolic emptying a. seen in the "decree.sed stroke

amplitude during ventricular contraction decreased.
that stroke volume
the same

wh1~e

decrea8~s

This indicates

and initial diastolic lengtb remains

the ventricular contractile force is increasing.

The

significance ia that indirect methods suches stroke volume and stroke
work output indicate a decrease in ventricular- contraetl1eactlvit,..

_during hypot.hermia, while direct methods such

88

the strain gauge areh

demonstrate clearly that the ventricular contractile activity,
tension and force, can aetua1l7 increase during hypothermia.

1-!.-"
It ,would

appear then ,that direct methods of measuring contractile changes
give
.
• truer picture

or

what the ventricles are doing during hyPothermia.

Hegnauer and Penrod (12) showed that the viscots1t7 of blood

increased markedly when it 'Was cooled trOll )SO to

2CP.

They demOR-

strated that in -.ivo blood samples showed a greater increase in
visco.ity than !!!.v1t.rt? sam.,les.

The changes they

reported were

-77approxilllate17 150 per cent and 87 per cent, respect!vely •
discussing these changes- t.hey believed that most

ot

In

the increase was

due to an increase1n cellular conc,entrat1on, which rose trom an

average of 43 per cent at 3~C. to 62 per cent at 20°0.

The exect

details at their technique for detsrmining viscosity is not presented
in their pUb11cations.

It is J however, likely that they used a standard

Ostwald viscometer and allowed the blood to flow freely through the

Whittaker and W'int.on (202) have shown that the gl~8s

capillar.r.

viscometer gives unusually

hi~b

values. of ..nsco.ity at lCTW rates

They also demonstrated that under these eameconditions

of shear.

high concentrations of red corpuscles will produce higher values

viscosity.

or

Fabreaus and Lindquist (203) have carried out studies in
v

narrow eap111s17 tubes with similar results.

It CIIn be demonstrated,

however, that a high velocity viscometer ,gives a more reliable viscosity determination a8 well as lower values of viscoeity for

gi yen fiuid

8am~1.

8

provided that rat.s of ahe.,r do Dot apPrG8cb

speeds that will produce turbulence.

It would &ppes'r that the results of Hegnauer and Penrod (12)

are
1

abnormally high.

These high values Q:re most likely due t.o tecb-

nieal procedures of. their Rlethod.

It cannot, however, be denied

that increasing cellular concentration ~U8e. an lncr~a8e in the
viscosity

or

whole blood.

Whittaker and Winton bave shown that in

the glass viscometer (both Ostwald low and high v:eloc1ty type) at

a temperature

or

3~C.

that the viscosity

or

dog blood increased

approximate17 90 per cent as the cellular concentration was increesed
from 40 per cent to 60 per cent.

Using a blood flow technique in the

-78hind 11mb of the dog, they obtained results that were somewhat leas
than those obtained in the glaBS viscometer (increase of 55 percent)
but nevertheless still significant.

In the present experiments no such

increase in celluls.r concentration was observed.

Wint.on,. . . ot course, used an artificial method
in cellule r concentration.

or

Whittaker and

obtaining increases

H·egnauer and Penrod, on the other hand,.

obser'ged .n inore ••• in cellular co·ncentration with production of
hTpothermia.

Many investigator.

readings during

hypothermia~

Rave tound iner..s" in heaatocrit

It one considers the method of cooling

used and the time takM to cool the animal, it would appear that the

answer tor these dirferences in cellular conoentration lies wlthin
the method

or

cooling and the time of cooling.

Hegnauerand Penrod

used an immersion technique and took two to tbreehours to cool the
lfh·~rea8

animal,

the present' experiments were carried out 'With an

air-cooled technique and required about
the dog.

4~5 to

60 minute·8 to cool

Other invest1gatorswho have re·portedincrease· in·-

ocrit readings used methods sindlar to Hegnauer's.

hemat,.~

Further data

that would tend to in.dicate the validity of this point is found in
the work of Talbott (6) on hum.ans.

He cooled psychopathic patients

by means of a r~.·tr1gerant blanket to a temperature of about 2SOC.
""

over

8

period of several hours and maintained them. there for periods

lest1ng up to several deya.

In all eases the patients showed a

lR8rked increase in bematocrit up to a marlnmm after about seven to
eight hours from the time otcommencing the cooling.

Both heparin. and pentobarbital have been shown to decrease

-79blood nseosit:r 'to varying degrees.

Copeley, Krchnia and

have shown with a talling ball viscometer thet hep-arin in

tration ot5 units per ec.

88 compar~d

~l£litney
8

(204)

concen-

to 2 unite per cc. causes the

specific viscosity relative to water to decrease by approximate17

4. 5 per ~ent at 37. 5°C

e'

Hegnauera,nd Penrod used heparin in doses

of trom 5 - 15 u,n1t.s per cc. blood., In the

pr~sent eXI~r1m~nt8

the

concentration of heparin used was approximately 4 units per co. The
rateo~

shesr, however, ot Copele7' fr experiments was somewhat lower

than those used in our exper~ments.

Eckstein, Book,

and Gregg (205)

and Coulter and. Pappenheimer (206) have stated that heparin has no
appreciable effect on the viscosity

shown that pentobsrbit,al, 30

mg./

or

blood. . Eckstein hssal80

kg., at a time 60 minutes after

injection at 31'C. caused a decrease in the viscosity
18p.,r cent.

In their experim.ents, ho'Wever,

th~

or

approximately

rate of shear was

two to three times less than those used in the present experiments. It

crease the $pee1r1e viscosity of blood, t.hat

88

t.hey s,re used in thes.

experiments. this decreasing t!lttfect is mueh less than t.he above re4Ults
would indicate. It is estimated that they may cOIlbine to give a
•
reduetton in viscosity of up to a u:x:i.mtua of 10 per cent. •

.

,\

These experiments indicate that at a constant cellular concert-

trat10n the increase inrlscosity (about 60 per cent) i8 due mostly to
',q

increasing the viscosity ot plasma.

On the other band. as dem.onstrated

bT whittaker and Winton (202), an increase in c811ular concentration

trom"40 per cent to 60 per 'cent, 11ke that observed by Hegnauer and
Penrod (12), would il1Crease the viscosity of blood by an additional

-80amount up to 90 per cent.
The exact influence of increased viscosity on myocardial work
and function is uncertain.
th~

Evens and. Mat.suoka (207) have shown in

heart-lung preparation that when the inflow is kept const. ant and

the vitJoCosity of the blood increased, the energy expenditure "Would be
incr~ased b~eaus~

the :intracardiac pressure would increase and

mechanical work 'Would be the same.

They conclude th&t the mechanical

efficiency of the heart under th$se, conditions i8 lowered by, an
increase in the viscosity

01

blood~

Reis8JI.ann and lapoor (155),

ho'Wever, state that the increased blood viscosity at lower temperatures
did not contribute to mechanical failure of the ventricles, nor to the
prolonged ejection phase.

-

Gunther and. Landis (208) have presented

data to show that the ener&y required b"J the ventricles to ejeot blood
of increased viscosity from the chambers ot the ventricles may be more

significant than the resistance produced by increased blood viscosity
within the

va~ious

peripberal nacular arM.

111 their studi•• Q,t

cardiac resistance to flow, Gunther and Landis eoncl.uded that the· work
required to overcome internal resistance may amount to 1$ per cent Qt
the measurable external pressure-volume work.

In view

or

their findings

that increases in viscosity are directly related to increases in malntenance of given pressure-flow gradients, it liOuld appear that any known
"'1..

increases in total blood viscosity during hypothernda Dlay be o.f great

significance.

It should be :t-e·alized." bowever, that blood viscosity does

not inereaseeignificantly until temperatures of approximately200C.
are reaohed.

This would pl.;ee the increased work requirement on the

downward aide of the ventriouls,r contractile activit,- curve,

.! •.!..,

-81during the phase of

decr~asing

contractile force. and 'Would probe.oly

contribute to the onset of failure of the 'Y8nirieles itl the face ot

increased resistance and temperature depression.
In o-ur experiments no attempt was made to investigate the place
of musete viscosity in changes in ventricular a.ctivity.

evident, however, that t.he cardiae muscle will
with the lowering of 'temperature.

in~rease

It shol.A.ld be

in viscosity

To what extent such incr<,!Q.aes in

internal Tilu$cle viscosttl' contribu\.• to final ventricular aotivity
It it follows a pattern similar to that of blood, that

i-8 unknown.
iner~a8ed

muscle viscosity may be an extreme energy 'Waster.

It is

cancei vahle that the' physical process or increased muscle visoos1.t7 b7

itself could aceount tor the rapid decrease in tiber stretch below
ttmlperature of 20°C. during qstole, and thattbe energr required to
o~~rcODl~,

the internal friction o.f sliding m.uscle fibers 'Would be

great enough to cause complete loss of ventricular movement.

This seem.s

a reasonable .sumption in view ot.the fact that .Lundin (~09) has shown
thflt cardiac muscle

h~18 11

high initial viscosity_

He has shOwn 'that

this high initial viscosity causes an abrupt fall in develiDped te·nsion
upon release of that tension and a strong increase in tension with rapid

stret.ches of the muscle fibers.

This i.4!1.plies toot the resistanoe of

"',-

the muscle to rapid changes in length is cona-iderscble.

He feels that

the high viscosity in cardiae muscle relative to skeletal muscle is

or

1m.p~rtanee

'in cardiac function because it shortf5t1s contraction and

eont.lrlbutes to the filling of .the he.art during diastole by facilitating
a low diastolic initial pressure.

Whether these same characteristics

can be carried over to oond.! tions of hypothermia 1s not known, but it

-82is concelvablethat at temperatures above 2SOC. that the high initial
c8:rdiae viscosit7

l4l81~t8tn5

its role ()·r facilitating diastolic heart

filling.
The infiuence of re.piration upon cardiovascular changes during
'\

hypothermia 1s well established.

The brief

e~er1mente

ea,rried out

during the courseo! our studies demonstrated that extremes in vent1-

lation,

! ..!_,

hypoventl1ation and byperventilation,can and doeause

shirts in ventricular contractile activity.

Arrr adequate discussion

of such respiratory influences must also include changes in

el.etro~vtes

These three variables are all interrelated and in many

and blood pH.

instances interdependent upon one another.

Respiratory acidosis and

alkalosis are of pnrtieular interest during hypothermia because

their apparent relation to ventricular tibrillation.
both have been accused of being primsr.r etiologic

ot

'Extremes of

rac~~ors

in either

induoing spontaneous fibrillation and/or predisposing. the ventricles
to fibrillation ~.used by

'SOlIe

other tactoror

rectors.

Marked
-*

-~

electrolyte changes have likewise been implicated, f!tJpeeially-calciUl'l and
potassium and their ratio.
McMillan (98) bas sbown that carbon dioxide and pH changes
depend upon whetber re-spiration is spontaneous or controlled.

In

'-,\

spontaneous respiration the volume per cent

or

blood carbon dioxide

increases, whereas intlrtificial respiration it decreases.

They helve

also found that plasma ealciwn rises in both types of respiration and
that there is a constant rise in the ealciWD.-potassiWll ratio.

Plasm8

potassium rises slightly 'With spontaneous respiration and falls slight17

-83with controlled respiration.

Their results showed no obvious correlation

between carbon dioxide, pH and. electrolyte change., whereas Macley (124)
did not find

8

Atte~npts

changes

~

correlation between pH and electrolyte eharlgea.
have been made by

se~eral

lnvestigetor5 to relct"e

pH and carbon dioxide, and the streets

asphyxia and hypoxia on the influence of the

T8P'tlS

or

hypercapnea,

on the heart

especially as it relates to cardiac arrest and ventricular fibrillation.
"nile these studies have be'en" carrledout' at normal tem,perauur•• , they

suggest a possible enhanced
aturee.

~thOlog1c

mechanism at hypothermie tel!\Per-

Sloan (210) has shown that under c,onditions of hypoxia and

asphyxia, stimulation ot the vagus may produce cardiac arrest.

Campbell. Baddy and Brown (211) have shown that,

8 decr~a8e

in blood

pH can influence the vagus to the extent that stimulation w111 cauee

greater incidence of cardiac arrest.

Young.!i.!!. (212) have pre-

sented eimilar data; whereas Brown andM111ar (213) have shown that

a rapid tali in ~al veolar carbon dioxidetenslon will produoe ventric-

ular ",fibrillation.

Hiller,!Ur..!l,.. (214) and Stewart. Virtu.and,·

Swan (215) have studied similar changes and their effects on cardiac

function and ventricular fibrillation.

While no specific studies heve

been carried out in our work, it is suggested that controlled respiration and maintenan,ce Qf the blood pH at or near llOrR1al values with no
subsequent rapidehange in pH may account for the low iftcidenoe or

ventricular fibrillation and cardiac arrest in our studies.
The relation of ventricular fibrillation to the biochemistry of
hypQthernd.a is probably an" important one.

There can be no doubt that

the ultimate pattern of cellular function 1s a description of the

m.etabolic pattern peculiar to particular cells.

It tollows that alter-

ation in the function otcelle i8 a reflection of temporary or prolonged.
alterat-ion in cellular metaboli8JI..
upon eftS)'lIle mo••leo

wh~se

Enz)1lle m&salc8, however,

Metabolic gradients are predicated

inherent balance 1s a determining factor.
Srt3 80

them. have ever been atte'fnpted.

complex that few

!!!

~ ~!

studies

or

---

Individual enzymes and simule in vivo
~

systems have been studied. rather extensl.vely end particularly in the
degree to which enzyme activity 1s modified by te...perature.

It has

further been shown that the t.herinoactiTit)" characte,ristlcs for mutually
interacting enzymes fonning parts of the same system
u:sually do not, coincide.

substrate, and

d01Nll

The etlect

not, and

It a simple system were devised

50

that enzymes,

products were balanced and the reaction proceeded in

~nd

a uniform m.anner at a temperature ot
break

fl8Y

37>C.,

that system would undoubtedly

in its balance if the te,npeT'sture were raised or lowered.

ot this temperature change would be a relet! ve insetivation

or stimulation

~f

."1Y or all

or

the members ottne

.y~t_.

This, 10 tum,

would result1n a modification in concentration of the substrate.• and

end products.

In any event, functional

which 'Were extreme.

alter~t1ons

'WOuld result in changes

It may be suggested that one aspect of this functional

alteration in the adult hypothermic dog heart is ventricular fibrillation.
Potass1tim is well kn'own as an inhibitor or accelerator of enzyme

reactions.

Calcium is similarly active though not necessarily in the

same reaction.

It has been postulated by Maguire and MerendinO' (42)

that it is probable that calcium and potas8i\Dll h(lve been effective in

artificially balancing a degenerating system By acceleration or depression of some components.

Whether or not this process is

-85in balance 18 unimportant, since the relative time relations during
hypothermia are short and., as normal temperature 1s restored, the
levels or electrolyte concentration become ,less critical.
be suggested that tnrt,her inquiry into

~he

It may

benador of enzyme system_

during pn.gre.s1vecoo11ng might be fruittul, leading to a more

logical approach to problems of cardiac arrhythmias during hypothermia.
CARDIOVl..SCULAR DRUG ,ACTION DUIUNG

HYPOTH}~m·iIA

The action of drugs in animals 1.8.influenced by

~b0d7

as -well as by the more cornmoniy recognized variables such

weight, sex and species.
temIHlratu~e

temperature
BS

body'

In homeotherms, the fluctuations in boq

are so. slight that the influence of temperature upon

pharmacological action i8 dttficult to measure 1n completely nonnal
animals and is usually neglected.

It is onlY when the body tem.per-

atun deviates markedly from the normal that the effect of such

cha.nges beco... 11Ilport,ant.

With the introduction

or

hypotbermialnd

v~riation 1n body temperature ot 100 to 2()OC., the influence of

body

temperature upon drugaet10n becomes of considerable importance in
man and other hom-eotbermsueed tor experimental purposes.
1. Preasor Amine. and Ouabain

Few studies
have been made of the action of cardiac drugs at
" ...
lowered body temperatures; only brief .ention is made of such work

on warm blooded animiils in the re~.'W by Fuhrman (216).

This portion

ot the study, therefore, was initiated to surve7 the action of 80me

or

the pressor amin·es and a cardiac glycoside (ouabain) in an effort,
-.

to see it there were any significant changes in their actions at the

10wered

bocl7 tem-peratuT"S encouatered 1n gen.eral

bl'potherad.a.

!!:!S.M.eth~:

Materials

Male and

r~nulle

dogs were used in these experiments.

They

were anesthetized and artificially respired in the manner .pl-eviou81y
d·f!U3cr1be(,

Heart contractile force was measured as outlined above.

Arterial pressure and drug administration were made by meat:l8 of an
indwelling polyethylene tubing placed in the femoral a rtery and

vein,respectively,

ElectroC8.1'diograpb t;racinge were· made in most

experiments from a standard precordial lead,

Chronically.....operated dogs were first used on the second
postopsratl ve day following placeme.nt o,f the strain gauge arch on

the rigbtventricl·e asprevioual¥ described.

A psriod

ot three to

five days wa. allowed to elapse before further experiment. were
Acute expariments on

.ad..

dayfs experiment.

outlined.

In

~
~

op.~che·8t.

dogs were completed in a single

The dogs were placed in the cooling box as previously

chronically operat.d. dog. _ . ..sebold be.1:,iDg pads

ltere used to raise the body temperature to normal limits again.

<

Drugs we.re administered by rapid injection at normal body"
temperatures aDd at, intervals

\0

0

20

to

2SOC.

with the exception

of those injections which were given by" slow infusion.

Ouabain 'Was

administered ".Yer a peri.od o£ firteen ra1nutea at stable tem.pe.rature
level.a.

Norepinephrine w•• used as the standard dntg in all experiments

aa previously desoribed.

Epinephrine, phenylephrine, ephedrine,

Dletbedrin. J and. TasOJQ'"l 'Were used .s representative

amnes and ouabain as

8

representative

or

or.

the pressor

the cardiac g17coside-s.

It haa been stated by Berne (167) tbat epinephrine is eontra-

-87indicated for use as a hype!'tensive drug Quring hypothermia.
found that following I. V. injection. of 200 to
fibrillated.

aoo ""

Ho

all aniuls

It was decided, therefore, in view of the filet that

pressor amine. had been used in our laboratory without seri'. "lU8
.

consequenc.) to review Berne's work briefly.

In rive terminal

expen..ent. at tempe.catures of 200 to 2SCC. epinephrine and
norepinephrine at doses of 500 -( were successively administered
to animals by rapid intravenous injection.

Each. animal was

allowed to recover fully Crom the first drug before the second. drug

was administered.

The results of these experimente ar. pre.sented in Table II.

At hypothermic temperatures below 25°C. the duration of drug action

ranged from two to four times that observed at normal body temper-

atures.

The onset ot action was also increased.

epinephrine,

p\e~lephrine,

Norepinephrine,

ephedrine. aethedrine and vuayl

produced results that at 2r1' to 2~C. were "similar to those tound
at normal temperatures.
Norepi.nephrine. epinephrine, and ephedrine produced inotropic

and pressor responses in the h,fpothermic dog that

~ere moderate~

reduced as c6mpared to responses at normal temperatures.

VaBo~l

produced a moderately reduced inotropic response but a slightly increased
pressor response 8.nd a slightly increased inotropic response, while

methamphetamine produced essentially no cbange in pressor response
and a slight increase in inotropic response.
also showed variable responses to the drugs.

Chronotropic response

Ouabain showed a. redu.·ction in the percentagee! contractile toree

increase to 30 per oat,.

or that observed at normal temperature. The

diastolic increment at low te..rJ1pe:ra.tures following ouabain injection

was approxilAately25 per cent of that at normal tiemperature.

Intrre' t1 ve anirn81s in which epinephrine and .norepinephrine
at doses ot 500 .", were administered by rapid

intrav~n()us

injection,

tour animals survived the stimulation of massive doses of each drug.
One animal developed ventricular fibrillation foUow1D&

dose

or

or

norepinephrine.

tn.

initia,l

It. 'Would appear that lttoxicl1 <lose. of both

these drugs _ay notnece ••arily precipitate ventricular fibrillation.

Further study is obviously needed. before a general. stateaent can
logical17 be made that these drugs are .contraindicated during bypo-

thermia.
2. B1phasic Drug Responses
During the course of the initial drug experiments it was noted
~

that norepinephrine and epineparine produced a biphasic response
in both

heart. force and blood pressure at temperatures below 32°0.

The biphaelc action was .siJuiar for both drugs and took the form ot

an 1nrt1al brief rise

in force followed by a fall to control levels

or lower, and tilen a stead7 pro1onged increase in force to

'and gradual return ·to control.

to

8

8

maximum

Diastolic blood pressure rose stesd117

maximum while systolic pressure increased, decreased appreciabl1'

and finally increased to a maximum following the sam.e general pattern
8S

that tor heart torce.

A typical response is shown in Figure 8.

In no instance wle 8 similar biphasic response ever observed

for arq of the: other pressor drug• •a.ed.

or

reason. tor this 'type

the reason Qr

Iaan attempt to determine

drug action during h.Tpothermia

several brier experiments were carried out.

Male-.. and female dogs were used in these experifllents. 1' hey were

anesthetized and prepared in the usual manner.
recorded either·

Blood pressure was

from the femoral artery or the aorta and contractile

force was measured from the right ventricle or lett ventricle•.
In each otthree

carried out.

.xperim~nts

the following procedure·s were

The an1uls was cooled to 25°C. at which time a control

norepinephrine I.V. injection

or

I.V. injection

lI •. 8

made.

atropine sultate 1

second injection otnorepinephrine.
the vari.st1on that the dose

Qr

This vas' followed by an

mg./

Ig. of bodT weight and a

The procedure wa. repeated with

atropine was increased to 10 mg./ Kg.

Atter th$se procedures were completed,b11ateral vagotODl)" was pertonned

and norep.inephriy again administered.

tneaeh atth.a. experiments the

sympathetic cardiac accelerator nerve was isolated by blunt disweotlon
at nortnothermic levels and stiltlulated with a Faradic current to see if
stimulation of the sympathetic nerves would eftse an increase in blood

pressure of 50

DIm.

Kg. diastolic pressure and a minimal increase in

contractile force.
levels below

The procedure was then repeated 8t hypothermic

2500.

A series of five experiments was carried out in which norepinephrine

and epinephrine were administered at 2SOC. by s10w calibrated infusion
into a femoral vein.

5~ /Ilinute.

The calculated. dose infused was

In.tUsion.8 were m.aintained. tor periods

10..t'/

or

minute and

fifteen to thirty-

-90-

A series of eight experi.!"ftents .. as carried out in whieh rapid

injection.

or

bot,h drugs '(epinephrine and norepinephrine) were

administered at 2SOC. into the right external jugular vein B,nd. a180
into the.....upp.r thoracic aorta.

Blood pressure and heart contractile

force measurements were made during all of these experiments.

Results:
Neither atropine nor bilateral ,vagotomy influenced in any .'-way
....~~

-

.

the biphasie response seen upon rapid intravenous injection

.-......

or

nor-

In every instance the drug response was a typical

epinephrine.

,biphasie response similar to those previously obsernd.

Stimulation

of the cardiae accelerator nerve produced an 1ncre:ase in heart rete
and blood pressure with minL,.l increase in heart force.

When either

of the dru,gB (epinephrine or norepinephrine) was administered by slow

intravenous infusion, no b'iphasic response was observed.
increase in

tor,_
~

A maximum

and blood pressure was obtained and maintained. tor
.

the duration of the infusion with no evidence of cardiac arrhTthnd.aa.
A typical response is shown in Figure 9. l\lhen the drugs 'Were given
by ra.pid injection into the right external jugular vein. the typical

biphasic response was obtained, but f'ol.lovinl rapid injection into
the upper thotacic aorta no biphasic response 'Wes seen.

response following 1r1tra-arteria1 inj eetion
shown in Figure 10."
steadily to

at

or

A tn>1cal

norepinephrine 1's

In this" case both force an,d blood pressure rose

maxim.um. and returned to normal in a manner similar to

that following intravsnOU8 lntus1on, but of much sharter duration.
Allot these results indicate that the b1pbBSic response following

-91norepinephrine and epinephrine is entirely due toa mixing phenomenon.

3. F4.ectroeardiographle Changes
In none of these experiments was an specific attempt IUd. t.o
carry out a detailed study' of electrocardiographic changes during
hypothermia or drug administration during hypothermia.

Eleotro-

cardiogrUlS wen made during many ot the experiments, but. due to

t ••hnical difticulti.s Qf interference which were never settled
satisfactod17, only ,aner.l el.ect,rocardio,rapbi,?, relation8hips

C8A

be reported..

'-,',

Materials aR4 Methods:
,

.

AU electrocardiograph tracings

we,~

m.ade with a precordial

lead on either an Electro-Physical Labs Cardiotron or .. General
Electric Cardio8cr1be.

Tracings were m.ade during the entire range

or b7potb.ermia and during many drug injections.

ReSultl:
In no ~ce did al'lJ"

or

the drugs used, increase the incidence

of arrh7thmiasQr precipitat.e ventricular fibrillation.

'!'he general

pattem ot electrooardiograph changes during progressive hypothermia
'Were essentlall.y no different from those reported by other investigators.

Oabum(lOl), Covino and Charleson (150) and Covino and
~"

WiUisu (151)bave shown inthe1r experimental stUdies that a current
of injur.Y clemarkatiOQ between the QRS complex and T wave 1s indicative
of pending ventrioular fibrillation.

In none of our experiments was

such a change noted, except in those experiments upon dogs with total

sympathetic block.

In those instances where the dog succumbed. to

-

..entricl,llar fibrillation at

8

following sympathetio block, a

'" 9L

rel~tively high tern.perature (270 to 24°C.)
cur~nt

of injury in the electrocardio-

graph tracing similar to that reported by Osborn and Covino was observed.
In all other instances the electroeardiograms were essentlally normal.

4. Discussion
A review

or

trle results indicates that the pressor drugs produce

variable and unpredictable changes in blood pre.sure or heart force
at hypothermic

te~nperature..

In~

all cas.o studiea. however,

and inotropic response was obtained.

a pre ••or

The chango was always a quanti ....

tative one. and even here the lncreDlents of change were not of great
aagnitude when co.mpared to those obtained at normothermic levels.

It

is interesting to note, however, that ouabain did not g1 ve.·, the sub-

stantial increase in blood pressure and force at hypothermic levels

as did the pre880r ud..nee.

This certainly would indicete that drugs

of this type (c"rdiae glycoside.) are not indicated tor use in cOlIlbating
~

extreme hypotension during h7Pothermia or during the ·early stages. of
recovery trom bJrpothermia.
It recent study bY' Satoskar and Trivedi (217) has shown that

the dosage of digitalis required to produce cardiac arrest in eats
at 2SO to 26·o!(_ was significantly higher than the dosage necessa17

to produce similar effects in normal animals at Jt>C.

Electro-

cardiographic tracings.showed dirferent patterns following the administration of digitalie at 250C. and at 31'C.

These authors conclude

that the action of digitalis on the heart in cats under hypothermia

is not the sarae ae in normal animals.

~93-

the drugs of ehoiee in overcoming extreme
from hypothermia.

h::rpot~nsion

durl.ng

~cover.r

In no instanoe, however, 1e it conceivable that

pressor drugs would be used dur1.ng extreme hypothermia.

On t.he other

hand, th1(re is no indication that drugs eimilar to epinephrine or
nonepinephnne should not be used during any stage or hy-pothennia

as haa been advocated by some· investigators, notably Berne (167).
The rationale used in statIng. that these drugs are contraindicated
,

is not based on sound pharmacologic information.

'r_

Anyone ldlo usee

a cardiovascular pressor and/or inotrop-ic drug in doses of 10 to
80 times the maximal therapeutic dose is inviting da.nger and must
.

expect toxic reactions of some sort.

.

It

.

eo~only

accepted pharma-

cologie doses otepinephrine had been used by Berne, he 'WOuld

probably- not have obtained the results he did, and, consequently, he
might not have stated categorically that epinephrine is c·ontra-

.

indicated 1n l'lypotherm.ia •

SU~~HY

1.

AND CONCLUSIONS

Jf7potherm1a produces an increase in the cont.ractile force
ventricle which reaches a peak at temp~rature. of

2lf' to

or

the

)OoC. J

retums to control levels at 220 to 24°C. and thereafter d1ta1n1sb••

rapidly
•
...
'"

2.

The contractile tore.

or

patternsimiler, to th.at
increase is of

3.

8

the isolat.ed heart preparation follow8 a

or

the intact animal ex.cept that the

much greater _gnitude in the isolated preparation.

It.. del'1n1te increase in

adrenal med.u.llaJ7· outpUt..

or 'epineph:t1ne

and

norepinephrine probab17 contributes to the ineresse in contractile

4.; lnit1aldiastol1c length does nQt change during hypothermia to
temperat.ures of 2SOC. and cannot contribute to the inereae·e in

contractile .force.

S.-

Time relations ot Ineebanieal events in the cardiac cycle increase
proport1ona~.17

and do not indicate myocardial failure to temper'-

atures of 2SOC.
~

6. Total c:bemical S)'mpat.hetlc block does not. abolish the increase in
contractUe force nor the increase in adrenal medullary secretion
during hTPOthennia.

7.

Increase in viscoslt7 of b100d and plaaras does not contribute to
the

8.

incre~.se

in contractile torce.

The theory ot

it

shift in the thermodynamic activity o.f the eontract11.

mechanism of cardiac JllUscletd. th changes in temperature io consistent
-with experilllental observations made in the intact animal aa well as
in the isoi.eted heart. preparation, and also 1s believed to be the

principal contributing factor to the increase in contract11e force.

-94-
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Injection of reprelentativOSJ1lpat-hetic ..s.nes produces esseat1a1l1
the sa•• cardiovascul.arresponses at hypothermic temperatures I.
at normothermic temperatures, while a cardia.c glycoside (ouabain)
exhibit.8 a substantial decrease in prelsor aot1rtty.

None of the

-

-..

drugs used increase the incidence of cardiac arrhythmias.
10. It is suggested that directm.etho·ds

contract1le

forc.~

!_!.,

or

measuring changes in

developed tension, with the strain gauge

arch give a more valid picture ot direct cardiac .e'hanges than do
the more commonly employ'ed indirect physiological techniques.

APPENDIX

EMP.
0

HEART
RATE

o

•

o

a

1°

2

00

o

z···'l·O

BLOOD PRESSURE

SYSTOLIC DIASTOLIC

%CHANGE

FORCE

145

115

91

121

97

73

14

102

87

70

18

81

82

61

23

52

6

2 .

46

10

28

......

TABLE II

T_per&tllre

PerCent Change
Linearit.T of

Per Cent, Change
Sensitivit7 or

oc.

StraiR Gauge

stra,:~ Gauge,

40

0

o

;S

0

o

25

0

·0

10

0

o

-5

-5 to-1O

o

•

J• • •

*SWIII817 of

tour experiment ••

~
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TABLE ill
CliAJiGES IN HEART CONTRACTILE FaRag OF ISOU.TlW RABBIT

1P

•.

4

Per Cent 'Change
HeartCentractUe Force

Heart Rate

Tem.porature

•

T

•

_.-

37

120

....

35

120

26.8

114

47.0

31

100

78.6

29

94-

123.0

27

82

134.6

2;

74

167.0

23

64

lSl.6

21

S4

210.7

.1

*Results are the mean of' fi ve experiment ••
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V

CHANGES IN CONTfu\CTILE FORCE AtID tOTAL BLOOD EFlNEPHRINl!1 DURIIG HYPOTHERML.\..
,.,c

~)

EXPIftl1lillfAf

T1DlPEBATtJRE

liG..
°C.

PER eRR
CHARGE
IN FORClI

BLOOD EPIJJEPBRIl!1E

II

Ll.

EPIHRPHRIHB

HF.ART

RArs

PLASMA

llLOOD Pa.ESBUllI

-SYSTOLIC

JroREPI~

fOtAL

NBPHRlNE

BLOOD

DIASTOLIC

mm..Rg.

'Rl .••JIg.

120
96

110

35

25

130

120
68

EPlNEPFl~INE

~

r

1

2

a

37 - 38
29,,·.~ 30

25 - 26

30
10

3' - S8
29 - 30
25 - 26

10
0

31 - 3S
29 - 10
25 - 26
3'1 -

4

sa

29 .. 30
26 .. 26
22 at

Fibrilla.tion
a7 - 18
6

----

29 - 30
25 - 26

24.5 at
Fibrillation

10
.- 10

1.07
0.91

----

0.55
1.11

2.68
3.13

0.18

2.67

0.16

2.26
2.42

O.OT

1.67

1.68

1.21
2.19
3.30

0

1.06
6.55

S3

66
.81

1.44
1.54
1.96
1.60

2.11 '

110

2.85
--.-

0.24

0.88

--

1.04
1.88

--

21
89

...

60
36

......

3.21

190
110

4.84:
3.4·5

2.41
2.66
1.14

70

160
80

<

/45

10
45

90

40
85

90
65
30

60
20

2.79
3.67
6.88
9.04

140
115
64
15

115

110

105
85

76

as

10

0·.44
0.81
1.09

1.88

110

120

2.36
5.06

115

85
105

4.00

5.0.'0

77
'10

115
16
90
85

3.49

100

••

TABLE

VI

CHANGES I. INITIAL DIASTOLIC LENGTH AND HEART CONTRACTILB PUReE DLT.ING BYPOT.HElIiIA (25°C.)
£J

PER CElTT

EXPERIMENT

NO.

t

,.<:

CHANGE IN

PER CENT CHANGE_. IN

CONTRACTILE .,ORCE
Right
Ventricle

:E1MRT

RATE

Lett
Ventricle

CHANGE IN
DIASTOLIC

CHANGE IN
SYS'fOLIC

PRESSURE

PRESSURE

mm..fig.

mm..Bg.

1.

-2.3

~ 22

~

60

- 90

- 100

2

-2.5

.. 20

... 70

- 45

- 40

3

-2.0

-

'7

-90

- 55

- 55

4

-12.0

+

26

- 120

- 60

- 55

5

- 2.0

- 10

-60

-40

-50

6

- 2.6

., 6

- 66

.. 40

.·40

7

.. 3.3

0

... 145

-50

-50

8

+ 2.7

.f. 20

... 110

... 45

... 36

11

0

- 100

-40

- 40

0

-4 11

-

84

... 60

- '10

90.4:

- 62.6

.. 54.&

I
t-'

~

CHANGE Ili
DIASTOLIC
LENGTH

9

10
)lean

~

- 0.6

4 10.4

-4

7.4

'TABLE VII

CARDIOVASCULAR CHANGES BEFORE AND AFTER TOTAL CHEKIOi\.L SYKPATRETIC

BLGCI'

---------------------------------------------------------------:------------------------

UPlRIVIIT

AT 28°

... - , -

-.---"-.---~-.~~.----~~,,-

..

~--~~-

HEART RATE

c.

lUi. Jig.

I

"',

--------+-1-------, ,'..~;, .d·i.!loi ! ;: ~.~:~Iir,."/;,. ,".,

BL~,K PaESSUU,...,,:,,".'~,.:,.~'-',"'.),.',-.~,-.:
.•,·. ·, . .
At 18 e. ' _ ' , . . 8 _

IHeRll. 81, PiE-BLOCI POST-BLOCK RATE
PRE-BLOCK P:»STFROM
lATi
RA.!E
AT 2SoC. PRESSUU
fllESSU'
PRE-BLOCK POST-BLOCI
AT 31°C. AT 36OC.
AT 3T'C.
AT 360
VALUE
VALUE

0

,0.,

:"'("~'j
-::,:":::.".,,,:.

•

.

100

170

100

40

15 :

IS5

2

S8

50

110

95

35

115

105

3

60

111

190

90

40

165

4

2'1

115

140

80

60

5

56

78

130

100

6

,

i

33

160

20

60

8

11

68

50

:'111,-

'16.0

11.

80

10

lA'

100

80

4:0

40

95

85

15

100

34

120

65

f

190

100

S5

146

65

1

110

65

15

110

152.6

9'1.2

37.4

123.1

I

'

'

'YO

45

J-

16

"

.' ;''.-..
tI~",:.

16

'100(

ao

',111·

·<'U·

'II

I
""""011#",'=" .,
' ,
-----+-,.
.. 90

79.~~'

25

15.6

"'101\;,.
-'t." .-

~--~--.~---.

,A!-ia~'

"

40

----------------------------"'""1,. .
34.6

<1,.-e.,

PHII,UIC&"
. ', ,'_' ',._,

','"--!.

'",

.Keu.

POll,',
,"',."', -.,.BLOOI.
'.. ',' .•. " ",

. ~ t;( 4- 'i) ;~.'

...

42

) ... Ic.

......,- - - - - -..................

INCiEASE.
J'R0lI

1

'."

, -l.lUIOLIC PBiSltJD -

SYSTO~IC PRE~URE

PEiCEft IICB.E!SI
II eOITBACTILB FORCE

IO~

~

"~

.~'-.,-. ~ ...

.5,:;;:;

,-.-'~-

"it

16
16
'II

10
15
i
11.1

TABLE VIII
CARDIOVASCtn..AR CHANGES },.ND BLOOD

EXPERIMENT

NO.

'fBatPERAT URI

°0.

•

}'

EPINl~:PHRlNE

LEVELS DURING HYPOTHERMIA AND SYtJfPATHETIC BLOCK

PLASlIA CONC1f!ITHATIONS

I

EPlNEI~HRlHE

PER CENT

NOREPI- toTAL
IEpmulE EPINEPHRINE
~.

1

Control 31
Blocked 17
29
26

0.86
0

.,..--

.1.13

I

t-I

~
I

2

Control 37
Blocked 37
29

25
3

Control 37
Blooked 37
29
26

0.91
0
0.89

2.64
0
0.2

CHABGE
CONTRACT-

..--

1.33

1.10
0
0.51

'2.67
0

--.--

BL09D PRESSURE

SYSTOLIC
mm. Hg.

lLE FORCE

DIAb~OLIC

mm. Hg.

0

180

120

100

- 9
... 9
- 21

90
70
42

86
50
10

80

18

0

190
70
50

145

130

35

40

45
35
30

15

3.49
0

HEART
RATE

.....

- 28

45

--_...

1.30

9. 90

2.'lp

0

130

110

95

0
1.31
1.03

0
2.18

3.65
0
3.49

- 21
.. 17

65
40

60

2.97

4.00

-33

15

70
40
25

----

...

--_

.....

... 20
- 28

30

36
5

TABLE IX
INFLUEliCE OF RffiSfiIRATORY VARIATION ON CARDIOVASCULAR CHANGES DURING HYPOTli&.1l»IA

TIMS
Minu._

RESPIRATORY

TMMPERATURE

TIDAL VOLUllE*
1./ Min.

cc.
".:-

-,~,

I

b

Y'

--,--_.._---

~~-~~~

--~ ~

...~~-~~~~--

76

... 18

86

15
70

'TO
70

65
55

66

- 26

62

- 25

60
60

sO
50

60
80

0
0

0.187
0.187

65

65

... 50

70

60

52
52

0.400

80
80

70

eo

70

60

of

5

26

0.500
0.500

. 10

25

0.187

23

0.187

+

5
6

23

0.500

23

0.500

+

5
5

23

T 10
of. 10

23

23
23

·JIlEAR! FORCE

15

21

+

DIATOLIC
mm.. Kg

0

5

of

Sg.

PEa CEn CHArGE

.. 12

+
~

..'

mIn.

HE.ART ItA TE

140

57

S

SYSTOLIC

PRES~~tJRE

156
115

0.400
0.400

0
-130

28

BLOOD

0.400

1'10

130
95

65

*a•• piratory tidal volume was changed.a. indioated immedia:t.ly atter each pair ot
preceding reading. was completed.

+ 25

-so
- 25

.. 26

TABLE X

CHANGES IN VISCOSITY OF 'VlHOLE BLOOD AND FLASK! AND RBC

CONCENTRATION DURING HYPOTHERMIA"*
TEHPERATURE

APP~RlNT SPECIFIC VISCOSITY ( RELATIVE TO •
ROO
WATER AS UNITY) IN CENTIPOISE
CONCENTRATION
F

Per Cent

Piasm.a.

In Vitro In V'i'VO

In Vitro

In ViTO

E· •

JB

2.)

2.1

1.1

1.1

·:35

2.4

2.2

l.~

-

30

2.7

2.6

1.3

25

3.1

).0

1.4-

20

3.6

'.5

1.7

1.7

*..

*E1ght

.~er1.nl.nt&

were used in determining each value.
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TABLI XI
CHAltGES II DaUG U8PONSES DURING llTPOT!mRllIA

DRUG

_ID. or
IOPJIAL TEMPERA-fURl 36°.- ,,00. '
IXPERI'* ~',.·itEAI
MEAI' , MEAim.
dlts
IICItEASi Il~CREA-S1 CHA.IGB PiR CEliT
SYSTOLIC DIASTOLIC REART IICltiA.S8
PRESSURE
:11m.,

F

n,

I t , . .

, Norepinephrine

l1g.

PRJ5SSlJRE
1Bl'I.

Hg .'

r ,,." r

'r

RATE

HEAR!

blJftCI
I

HYPOTF..E~II!t TiJlPE.RAT't1.D 22°.
.. *

8AlII

r

VEAl
INCREAsg
SYSTOLIC

DIAS'1~IC

PRESSURS

PRBSSURE

1DlI1.

lim"
" "

cmcm

INCREASE

mm.

Bg.

Hf{lJi!,_

RATE

ag.

•

,L

aGoo.

I liii.i::j,
".. ,'

PER CElt
II'CRBASE
HEAR!
FORCE
1

••

1'1

10.4

53.9

.. 4.8 114.0

65.2

44 .. 6

i

S.6

18.0

10

?8.,5

61.1

-20.1 132.4-

41.9

60,5

+ 49.9

112.0

13

61.6

46.·0

-14.S

13.3

60.3

43.3

-

iphedrine

e

24.3

21.8

.. 25.5

72 •.3 '

13.1

15.0

.

14ethamphetam1ne

8

27.7

26.6

..116.3

67.3

30.6

Vasoxyl

4

11.,4

29.3

-24.3

23.6

Ouabain

10

a7.0

21.0,

.. 22.8

~.,

.......

'"i'0 Epinephrine
Phenylepherine

0.38

19.2

3.8

55.1

23 .• .,

.. 10.6

'16.0

33.1

82.6

-

2.6

14.0
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